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particularly cnjoi ned upon women who have sur\'i n:d domes! il· \'in knee. Bromn:n
Wnlluce uses the scar us an emblem ror rccon-ry and stn:ngth upon a damag~o.·d. physil:al
site. Thus. Wallace's feminist nostalgia docs

mll

function as a pn:scription for the

f'utur~o.·.

but rather us a means towards change and possibility. where once on ly limitation
prevailed.
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INTI~OUUCTJON:

Bronwen W:tlhlcc's Nost:tlgic Expression

Thl.! tri<.:k is to keep looking towards the future thus cancelling out nostalgia.
(Jail Scott. lll.!roine. (X4)
NOSTJ\I.<il/\ IS 1\ WEAPON
Douglas Coupland. (iencration
Ar;cclerated Culture. (!51)

X:

Tales

For

an

I low else to catch sight· <'f the future without lirst making peace with the past?
Diane Schm:mpcrlcn. In the Language of Love. (334)

In a I9XX intl.!rvicw. Canadian \\'riter Bromven Wallace expresses her concerns
about "being viewed as this singll:-mindcd narrative poet who just tells nice stories
about her past" (4 ). She docs not tell "just nice stories" about the past. l'or her nostalgic
impulse leads her to an enigmatic historical context--a home comprising an everexpanding sense of community--not towards desire f()r an idealized past. For Wallace.
nostalgia is not a weapon which the powerful (or once pO\vcrful) wield to maintain (or
recover) strength. In Wallace's writing. nostalgia is a tool lor tl·e displaced (those
lacking a wcll-delincd history and therefore home) with which to dig.
Bronwen Wallace was a poet. a short story writer. a columnist for The Kingston
Whig-Standard and a documentary lilm maker. She was on the editorial board of
Ouarry. a Kingston based literary journal. edited Coming Attractions: 1989. an annual
publication of' new Canadian lietion. with Maggie Helwig and taught creative writing
at the secondary and post-secondary levels. Wallace died in /\ugust 1989, at the age of
l(lrty-l'lnlr. leaving behind her partner. Chris Whynot. her child. Jeremy. many friends

..,

and n substantial body of work. induding four posthunH'liS publications. Bnlll\n.·n
Wallace died rrom cancer of the mouth. a macabre reminder that her litl'rary \'nin· has
literally been silenced. That her work explon.•s the indi\'idual discon:ring llll'aning
through the unfolding multi-layenxl voice in language ironically wlours that n:mimh.·r.
/\s "an archeologist lsicl or the emotions·· ((icddes !'>XX. 5<,5). Wallace \'isits

and revisits the past. !VI emory is crucial to Wallace· s archacologieal scawng.int:'-.
Nostalgia ceases to imply a glorious past. worthy of regret. sorrowful longing or wistful
memory. Its strength does not apply to upholding power over certain eonditions

Ill'

individuals: for Wallace. nostalgia is uscl'ul in aehieving autonomous strength and
validity through the insight and re-evaluation it supports. l'vlenwry is useful to Wall:u:c
because it provides mortar for the ever-growing construction of the sell'. When

th~:re

is

something to recover and discover rrmn the past. a fully-limned and rigidly fixed
identity is impossible to assume.
Within a feminist context nostalgic sentiments in I iterature me prohkmat ie, as
expressed hy Doane and !lodges, in their Nostalgia and Sexual DiiTerencc ( I'>X7). They
argue that "nostalgic writers construct their visions of a golden past to

authcnlic:~lc

woman's traditional place and to challenge the outspnkcn feminist criticisms

or il" n ).

Doane and I lodges express a concern that many feminist literary sdwlars might have
when studying fiction that explores memory. What can women gain from n.:nH.:mhering
the past'! 1\ history in which women have had little voice and scant autonomous validity
might not be worthy of reminiscent cdchration. One may wonder what exactly there

_,...

is

lo

hl: nostalgit..: about. In Backlash: The Undeclared War Against American Women

(I <J<J I). Susan Faludi gives a comprehensive and detailed account or the forces working
aga insl woml:n· s progress and Iem in ism during \vhat Faludi calls the "nostalgiadrenched epoch" of the nineteen-eighties (460). "The backlash decade produced one
long. painful. and unremitting campaign to thwart women's progress." states Faludi
( 454 ). Thl: nostalgic hack lash of the nineteen-eighties espoused a remmciation of the
advances \Vomen made towards autonomy and equality during the nineteen-seventies.
and harkened hack to the nineteen fifties. During the post-wur era of the nineteen-fifties
fewer women worked outside the home. the nudear lltmily was a sancti lied unit and
"f~tthcr

knew best. .. The more progressive attitudes towards women. emphasizing their

value beyond traditional roles that were established during the war \Vere. to a great
extent. silenced. In lleroine ( 1987). Canadian novelist Gail Scott's central character
\'oices one way the backlash recycles old material: ''For this is the 80s. but there is a
h.:rrihle nostalgia for the past. People arc buying

thos~:

50s lacquered tables with round

corners for their kitchens" (25). The kitchen tables ol'thc fifties. while quaint or kitschy.
might symbolize a time when women seemed to hold kss autonomy than they do now
and were n.:prcsented in more limited and limiting roles; Harriet Nelson . .June Cleaver
and lktty Crocker were til'.: mediu's answer to what a wotm:m's role in society was
during that time. These paragons of wildy/motherly femininity were no more than
cmicatmes of S<lcictal ideals then: now they arc clearly unacceptable role models for
many \\'omen. Scott. Faludi. Doane and llodgcs take offence at nostalgk rhetorical

practice

111

contemporary

distorted. scntimcntal and

~ult lii"L'

and Iitcrat llrL' and arc urHkrstandably wary

un~ritical

analysis

or the

11 I"

its

pas!.

The Oxford English Dietionarv lists thL' follnwing dl'linitiuns
homesickness. regretful or \\'istful menhii'Y or recall

or an earlier

ur IHlStalgia:

SL'\'erL'

time: from thL' ( in:ek

derivatives "return home .. plus .. pain:· Tlu: nostalgic impulse for \\'01\\L'll might in\'oln.·
tht.: realization that any n.:tum to an carlil:r time--a lwme. of sorts--is painl"ul inso1:11· as
it reveals

11P

history in which to !\:cognize repn:scntations ol" validity or strength in their

precursors. This is the case with \V:dlace's expression pJ' nostalgia. particularly in
Marrving Into The Family ( 19XO). her lirst published volume oJ' poL'Iry. WolllL'II \\'l'rc
active in the past. hut their role ami their way of understanding it has hccn

~onstnu: ll:d

and documented through a system of male-governed l'<u·mal l.'ducation. In The Majority
Finds its Past: Placing Women in History ( 1979) and The C'n:ation of

F~:n_~ijtist

Consciousness ( 1993 ). American historian Gerda l.crner maintains that wonu:n have
always played a

nH~Jor

role in history but traditionally have had limited

a~t:L'SS

to

education and information. so that undcrst:mding their role and its importance has hee11
substantially limited. Women have not

bc~..:n

denied a history: women have heen denied

knowledge nf' their history--the l(ll'lllHI. construclcd interpretation of their

pa~l.

l.crner

describes \\'omen's need I(H' f(mmd knowledge about their history :
Women had to usc their energy to

r~..:invcnt

the wheel, ovt:r and owr :rga111.

generation after generation. Mt:n argued with the giants that prcct:dt:d them;
women argued against the oppressive weight of millennia of patriarch:rl thought ,

5
which denied them authority. even humanity. and when they had to argue thc)'
argued with the 'gn.:at rm:n of tht.: past: dt.:prived of the empmwrment. strength
and knowkdge \\omen or the past could have oflcrcd them. ( 199~. 166)
Lerner relates the diniculty women. and particularly li:minists. might have with
nostalgia: why hotlwr n.:membt.:ring or sentimentalizing a constant battle just to "make
it to lirst base'!'"
In "t\ ,..;impk Poem for Virginia Wc,olf:· from her second publication. Signs of
the Former Tenant (I 9l0 ). Wallace provides a clear example of how relcrcnces to the
past provide her with information for understanding the present and facing the future.
Wallace makes "a gesture of friendship I a psychological debt I paid oiT" (48) to
Virginia WooiL and thus connc<.:ts herself to an important literary precursor. The poem
is also "a lkbt I paid nlf' to .lam: Austen. one among many women writers in the past.
who did not have "a room of her own·· (to borrow Woolrs most famous phrase) in
whil:h to work. and whose novels were ·•tangled in I with her knitting her embroidery
I whatever it \vas she hid them tllHkr" (49). Similarly. Wallaee"s intended simple poem

becomes entangled with her mvn ( lictional) domestic Iifc. to become a gesture of
li·icndship towards a friend who was in intensive care. and to whom she was denied
access hccmrsc "I she I was just hc:r friend I and the friendship of women I wasn't
mentioned I in hospital policy" (49}. Wallace·s intended tribute to her literary forebears
hcctlllll'S a rm:andcring srries or connections, in which she celebrates the friendships
that wonH:n culti\'atc. Wallacr accepts and honours the improbability of separating

(I

bacon
Sh~

gn;as~:

and snagg1:d

" ·em·es a

po~tn

zipp~:rs.

or that

or lll:r lit~:mry

pn.·~.· msors.

\\'null' and .-\ush·n.

out or

the complexities or women's li·ientlships
or the ctnmtll:ss gritty ddails
of an ordinary \VOillall's lire
thtll m:vcr appear in po~:ms at all
yd even as I write thcst• \\ords
those ordinary details intcr\'cnc
between th~ poem I m~ant to writ~
and this one where the delicate l~tc~:s
or my children J:tces of' friends
or \\'omen I have never even set•n
glow on the blank pages
and tleepcr thnn any si lcnce
press around me
waiting their tllrn (4X I)
In"/\ Simple Pol!m for Virginia \VooiL" l'rit:nds. childrt:n. Virginia Wool!'. .!ant: t\ust.:11
and the ghostly presence or other \\'Oilll!n await their turn to inJltlcncc tile IIIOillenl or
the poem. Wallace models this poem. as she docs otht:rs. as if a cc111versation were
taking place: hers " is only one voi<:e in a hugl! community." as sht: tells

.lanic~.·

Williamson in a 1989 interview. "It's important to remember that thi s t:Oilllllllllity
includes the dead as well as the li ving .. . . I'm trying to bring as m:my voict:s into the
conversation as I possibly can" (.13). Past and prl!scnt meet as il' in con versat ion: tht:
present moment and its anteceth:nts illuminate one another.
Introducing The Newly Born Woman ( 11JX6), Sandra M. <iilht.:rt asst.:rts that
when "returning. a

sorc~.:rcss

and a hystl:ric--that is. a displaced person-evcrywolllilll

7

11111..,1 illt:\'itahly lind that

sh~:

hlls no home. no 1rherc.. (X\'i). In paying her psychological

tk•hl and l'XIcndillt! her pen in f1 icndship

(O

nlhL'I' \\'lli11Cn and othl'f \\Oillell \\Tilers.

Hron\\t:ll Wallace is also exlt:nding herself' to\\'ards a past cnmmunity--a

hom~:--frnm

which to !!lll'llcr strength ami "llpport. Wallace. hy e\oking the li,·es of \Vonlf and
,\ u:-.ten. colljurcs li 11·

h~:rsel

r necessary

li:ma k Iiterary am:estms. Lerner points out that

··in till· I 1Jth century \\omen \\ riters hegan to m:kno\\'ledge women as their muses and
their role models·· (2:ll ): Wallace picks up this tradition from where she also garners
literary historical <iuthority. ,\s a sorceress

or \\ords.

she \Hites against the imposed

displacclllcnt and exile from a \·alid :md \·alued li:male past: she is not ··rein\'enting the
''heel .. 1 11· \\'hat it means to he a \\ onwn \\'riter hut aeknm\"ledging the \\Omen ,,·hn
made her

11\\

n \\riling possible and acceptable. ··rvluch of my literary heart:· states

\V:IIIaee. "i:-; in the nineteenth century.. ( 1993. 24): she. hem:c. idcntilies Austen and
<'harlot II: 1\rontl: as literary inlhtences in a letter to rvtoure ( 1993. 17). Thus. for
Bron\\en

Wallace.

L'llllllllcnwratitlll

,,r thL·

nostalgic

writing

might

or the past than as :1 means

function

less

as

a

sentimental

towards discovering a historical home out

fragmcnh:d or absent l(,rmal llistory traditionally available to women. Wallace

L'stahlishcs an hislllrical context to L.ncoumgc progressi\'e

mnvcm~..:nt

li11· \\'alhlce. and other ( 'anadian writers. such as Ciail Scott.

l(lr\\'ard. Nostalgia

/\lie~:

Munro or Joy

Kn)!:l\\a. 1s a painful mnemonic return prccisdy bt:cause it is the rccu\'cry.
l'L'l'llllstntL:tion and suhsequL:nt \'alidation of \\'Oillcn ·s history which is conventionally
ahsL'Ilt ti·mn tnditional historical and literary discourse.

One is ahk tn lind

llll)L'JllOJlll..'

\\'allace. s work: rwm hcr lirst t·.llOk

~:xpn:SSillnS

tlmHI!!hnut lllllS( nr

1\nlll\\1.:11

nr plll'lllS to Ill'(' last. shl' l'l'C\llllliS llll'nHll'il'S llr lll·r

childhood. n:cnlle\'tions or old fricnds. and l'\'llkes th.: liws or till' dl·ad. I kr exprl'Ssinn
or nostalgia is particularly JWI..'\'aknt in her lirst publications. i\larr\'ing lnhl Till' J.'ami.ly
and Si!.!llS or the Formcr Tl'll:llll.

Chaptl'r lllll' is a study or thl· SJ1l'l..'ilirally ll·mak

home Wallace constructs inf\larr\'ing Into

Th~:

Famil\'. \\hl'l'l' sill' dl'lws into hl·r r:mtily

history. looking for \'alid kmale ancestors. and linds only llll:lllS\\l'n:d questions. stray
nH:mories. and (un)n:\'l.!aling phohlgraphs. Because shl· lill'IISl'S nn rel.'onstnu:ting thl·
past or her ll:male forebears. Wallace is len with a necessarily rragllll'nted Sl..'llSl' ur her
historical home with which to conduct her mm passage into thl' l'uture. llm\'l'Ver. thl'
fragmented past ensures that history \\'ill m:ver become prl·sniptin.·. sinee Wallan:'s
continuing search and suhscquent narrat i\'CS wi II a Iways per111 it new inli 11·nwt iun inlo
their constrm:tions.
Chapter t\VO

JS

an examination of Wallm:c's seco·. ul publication,

~igns of~-~

Former Tenant. in which she concerns herself more wit:-1 the .:l'lixt of' mcntory and
nostalgia upon

sul~jcctivity.

lien:. Wallace establishes a lb:idedly kminist nostalgia,

as the past. pn::-;ent and possible l'utun: intermingle and
identity. In the race

0

but prccisdy because

r constant

or

~.:ontrihutc

n:-interpn.:tation. subjectivity call

to

ncv~:r

h~:r

sense of'

he stahi Iiz~:d.

this perpetually fluctuating sense of' sci L the past. as in

Marryin_g_. do<.!s not function as a prescription fiH· the f'uture. C>f' particular signi ficancc,

9

the lirst part of Signs is cntitk:<..l "Moving Away From The Pust:· and it is upon this
series or poems that I will place the greatest emphasis.
Often certain objects or

plac~.:s

evoke memory. Bronwen Wallace presents

various sites and signs throughout her work that provoke mnemonic and nostalgic
impulses; the narrators of her poems and the characters in her short stories "re-read'' the
past rrom songs, personal effects, photographs or scars that remind them of particularly
significant moments or arc the only remains of forgotten or repressed instances. Chapter
three is a study or the photographic imagery of Marrying Into The Family. where
photography is most prevalent. and the photograph functions as a highly conflicted tool
for Wallm:e's nostalgic project. Traditionally, women have been the keepers of the
lhmily ulbum and have carried the responsibility or maintaining it: in Marrying, Wallace
takes on this traditional role for more subversive purposes--to recover a personally
rdcvant history. As potent visual documentation of how the family wishes to be
remembered. photographs arc nostalgic fixatives. That Wallace chooses photographic
imagery to reconstruct an alternative sense of ancestry for hcrsdf (alternative to the
traditionally male-dclined one) is interesting, for her "gaze cannot penetrate to the
reality 'behind' the image" any more than the language of recollections or family stories
(Savoy 9J). In "The Scuba Diver in Repose'' (171-92), from People You'd Trust Your
Life To (I 990), Wallace offers us photographic imagery and a photographer--the
narrator. .Jill. Photograph•; ensure nostalgic sentiment in the future by capturing special
moments within their frames; they also invest moments with meaning, by virtue of

10

being caught. Through her photography. Jill finds a

languag~

for stabilizing

sul~j~ctivity

but cannot reconcile her fixed recognitions with the: instability of'n:ality. Thus. Wallace
engages in a more sophisticated examination of the nostalgia pro\'oked by photography.
for in the character

or Jill. she

offers us a reader. creator and

destroy~r

or nostalgic.

photographic texts.
Chapter four will conclude my examination of Wallace's feminist nostalgia hy
looking at perhaps her most potent site of memory. the scar. In the short stories "IIcari
of My 1-learC (1-14). "Chicken 'n'Rihs" (15-33). "For Puzzled in Wisconsin .. (75-XX)
and ''People You'd Trust Your Life To" ( 149-70\ the characters' mcnwries arc often
evoked by the intrusion of physical scars as site!. of memory into their present lives.
While a photograph inscribes the past as images on paper, a scar inscribes an
unsanctioned. yet haunting past upon the body. A photograph changes over time,
mellowing into the sepia tones of sentimentality; a scar similarly recedes into the skin.
while maintaining a visual presence and mnemonic impact upon those so inscrihcd. In

a photograph, Wallace finds a visual clue of the past: in a scur, on the otht.:r hand, she
finds a clue of the flesh, demarcating a past wound. In the scar. Wallace finds a site

or

nostalgia that is particularly insightful; the scar imagery in People You'd Trust Your
Life To speaks clearly to the pain of the past and particulurly to tlw pain inscrihcd upon

women.
Thrm~ghout

her writing, Bronwen Wallace's nostalgic expression confronts issues

of women's survival, women's healing and women's ability to transcend even the most

1I
painful history. ller early poetry uses historical narrative to look back to. reconstruct
and establish her historical home as a means tO\vards envisioning a future. In her later
work. she is more

com:~.:rncd

with the impact memory has upon subjectivity. and on

nostalgia·s role in litshioning and n:litshioning identity. Clearly. Bronwen Wallace docs
not

·~just

tell ni<:c stories about lu:r past:· She tells stories about the past that express

hopes fi1r a better future.

CHAI)TER 1
There's No Jllace Like Home:
Bronwen \V~tlhtcc's llistoric~tl Return in i\lar.1·ing lntu The F:unil\'
history is bui It on u groundwmk of l~tct. Richard
good historian ....
Daphne Marlatt. Anal listoric. ( 134)

~tat~s.

Rkhanl is a

The history that matkrs is th~ history we can usc.
Bronw~n Wallace. "It' This Is Low." P~oplc You'd Tmst
Your Life To. (57)

The term "nostalgia·· was coinc.:d in the.: late se\'l.!nh:cnth <.:entury to

(lcscrih~

the

acute homesickness experienced by soldiers longing for their homdand: it was then
considered a debilitating disease. Omdually. howc\'cl'. the term
shift, so that now it

r~:tains

~:xpericn<:cd

a scmantk

little of th~sc early medical and mi Ii tary cormotations. Now

nostalgia tends to mean sentimental and wist rut longing liu· a rcnJclllhl·rcd past. In
Ycaming fer Ycstcrdav: I\ Sociology ofNostalgia (1979). sociologist

Fr~d

l>avis points

out that one explanation lor this semantic change in nostalgia's meaning has to do with
what "home.. actually means in the twentieth century. Feelings of security and comli1rt
one associates with and attributes to home arc now

consid~.:rcd

the result of' more

complicated systems that span wider distances (Davis 5-(l). Families arc often spread
across the world. or divided hy separate intcn.:sts and goals. so that "home is no longer
where the hearth is.. (()). Nostalgic sentiments arc now often cxprcssl:d toward the
places, people or events ol' our past that instill all the warmth or security that a home
once implied.

13

Bronwen

Wallace admits that her early poetry

1s autobiographical and

confl:ssional. and for this reason, one can assume that--particularly in Marrving Into The
Family ( 1980) and Signs

or the

Former Tenant ( 1983)--shc lays claim to a past that

holds personal consequences f(>r her own life and the choices available to her. Dennis
I .ee describes Wallace as a poet

or her

own place and gender because her work

concentrates on the lives of women in and around the urea of Ontario she called home.
"She was a poet of nesting, of tlwclling. No matter how private or diffuse the details.
her poems became rituals of' claiming her habitation. That's what the stories arc for--to
uncover, in her own place. the lineaments
Wallace's attempts tolay claim

to

or home"

(Lee Cl8). And nowhere arc

her female lineage more apparent than in Marrying

Into The Family. the title of which hi clearly signilicant. lor in marrying into a family.
a woman creates an

alliam~e

with that family. In her lirst volume of poetry. Wallace

uttcmpts to li11·age into the history

or her own. personally

relevant affiliation with her

1:unily home.
In Marrying. the poctolicn experiences a conflict between documented historical
1:1ct and memory. making her female forebears' pasl difficult to recover. Wallace
questions assumptions about ancestry and ownership in these early poems by writing
of her fractured knowledge about the women in her family history. Memory and history
olicn collide in these poems. where history has left no record of femnlc ancestry and
m:mury is UJH.:ertain: nostalgia is rendcrctl literally "'home sick." By remembering, and

thcrdi.lrc reconstructing a historical home for herself: Wallace's expression of nostalgia

14

in Marrving docs not rcpn:scnt

m~:lancholic

lllllging li.lr

th~:

past. Instead.

\\'allac~·

encourages the formal knowledge of a past in which \\'omcn's accomplishmcnts and
strengths arc validated.
In Marrying Into The Familv"s first poem. "'Marriaggs" (47-S).
the events

or a

woman· s li fc after her w..:dding and rclatcs thc \\'ay in which she is a hi..:

(and unable) to establish a home. "Arter the
w~:rc

\\'allac~ dcscrih~s

w~:dding

in the parlour I whcr..: her sistcr·s

married I and her father's sisters b..: fore them." the woman d..:scrihcd in the poem

moves to her new husband's family rarm. In this way. \Vallace dcscriiK·s a ll:mak
tradition within the marriage ritual. when: wnm..:n arc ..:mhraccd hy the places and
families into which they marry . But this cmhrace is also

consid~:rably

opprcssiw: the

woman is placed in unfamiliar surroundings. takes on an unl'amilim name. ami lives
with a family not her own.

Wallac~!

also dcscrihcs another marital tradition when

detailing how the woman comes
to the kitchen with its woodstove
where his mother cooked
to the polished table in thc dining-room
and the cupboard where she stores
her mother's crystal
her grandmother· s china
she wi II put the quill
her mmt made on the bed upstairs
where her husband was born
where she will give birth
and one day her daughter will take
her china and her linens
to the beds and tables
of women she is not related to
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cxcL:pt hy marriage (4 7)
In n:lating these l'emalc rites of claiming space after marriagc. Wallace recounts the
rituals with which women create a home for themselves and their families, despite their
unsettled status within. For Wallace. a wom1m's home is dependent upon the objeets-thc crystal, tLe china. the quilts and the linens--that she brings to her adopted
environment. Women relate themselves to one another ''by the using of the things [their
mothcrs-in-law and female anccstor.sl used" (47). They create relationships with one
anothL:r and establish a community that includes female ancestors by using inherited
ol~jcets

that urc bestowed and remembered by women.
Trmlitionally. a Hunily" s name and property arc identilied and traceable through

a patcmal route because. traditionally. men have owned family property. Wallace
describes it thus: "the men move in their own lines I fences and ploughed lields the
same f(tnn I all of their lives father to son'' (48). i\s the woman accumulates useful
ol~jccts

and leaves them to her daughters. the man inherits both name and property

which he can pass down to his sons. The male line of ancestral ownership is easily
traced. since the name and the land remain intact from father to son. "[B]ut what the
women own I they curry with them:· making the female line of ancestral ownership
nearly impossible to trace (48). As the woman marries, her possessions change location
and title in this undocumented and historically silenced systematic denial of her formal
right to ownership. The question is not whether women own things or not (which they
~h:arly

do and ha\'c done): the question is one of acknowledgement. In .. Marriages,"

Wallncl! acknnwkdgl!s the rites or marriage that make the historical knowblge or
women's property unlikely. As described by Wallace in ''l\tarriagcs.'' women carry their
possessions to their husbands' homes. and then.:by create their

0\\ ll

L'el'ell\Oilial rites \l f

place. ownership and home. "!lome is where the hcart(h) is.'' despite Fred Davis'
thoughts otherwise. and thus. Wallace plays with the common myth that \\'OIIll'n arl'
responsible for maintaining both the heart and hearth or home in ··rvtarriages." when she
relates the proel!ss through which women become subsumed hy their hushamls'

l~unilies

and homes. !\ wom<m' s place is in the home. or so the saying goes. But just who owns
that place? llow arc women ahh: to lay any claim within or gam any historical
knowledge of their home gtven their tmnsil!nt status within the marriage contract'!
Wallace provides the answer. when she writes that women
perform this marriage
of things touched and shared
woman to woman
back and forth across a county
they weave beyond blood lines
the stubborn pattern of their own
particular ceremonies (4R)
For Wallace. nostalgia (spccilically. when delincd as the n:turn home) is a mnemonic
reconstruction of ceremonial objects: women can understand and claim their past hy
tracing the relationships these things cultivah.:. While men descend in the dm:urncntcd
historical lines names and fences provide. lcmalc descendants weave across land and
time in u more complex pattern of remembered ancestry. Memories, and the storics they
provoke, revolve around the objects Wallace describes in "Marriagcs," so that not only
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do women share the china ami linen over a period of time. but they also share the
history these inherited objects represent.
The uisparity between women's access and mens access to the
property is clear. Using the
man 1sic 1:· as his

adag~:,

pr~:mise. tlir~:ctor

children every seven

y~:ars

hi~tory

or

.. give me the child at seven and I will give you the
Michad /\pled returns to the same group of British

in 35lJn ( 1993). Ilis series or interviews illuminates u great

deal about the sentimentality ol' nostalgia; the scene of the subjects us young children
playing in a playground together is an obvious way with which to ensure their wistful
sentimentality lill· that time. Relevant to my discussion oi'"Marriages: · however. arc the
sentiments exprcsscu by one of' the film's subjects, .John:
Well. I think everyone needs to have a feeling that they belong somewhere. and
that there's a plot of land or somewhere where they hale from and their roots
arc. Within the last month a new agricultural law has been passed rdurning land
to its former proprietors. We l.fohn and his wife I think that some part. at any
rate. of this property I in Bulgmial will come back to us. And I for one am very
excited at that prospect. It belonged to my grandfather. his brother. and they
farmed it--the whole estate--in partnership with my great-grandfather.
Then: is no d,cnying that a sense of roots is important fol' gaining any sense of home,
ami belonging usually involves belonging somcll'here--some home. However, at the age

I

nr thirtyi live. .John

expresses what Wallace might consider a decidedly male way of

/

umkrstanding hom.: and history. predicated on the security of property. Wallace's

IX
understanding of women is that they do not halt: l'rnm any one \'alidatcd. •mhmonHHts
home. but migrate from one mode or dt:pendency to another. in an in\'t:rsion or
traditionnl mythology or

th~.·

womt:n and their place in the hom\.! . .lnhn ntakl•s till.'

connection between name and property. aboYt:. perpt:tuating the exact histnrical.
hegemonic system that denies women a fixed sense or home. indepemknt

or patriarchal

law and ownership. lie makes no mention ora grandmotht:r or gn:at-grandmothl·r.

1·:\'~.:11

the term "estate" implies the status of property and tlK· uwle legacy it sustains. As an
antidote to this (and closer to home). Canadian poctlnovdist Daphne l'vlarlatt rclah:s th1.·
difficulty a woman. Ana. has in recovering her sense of

an~..:estry.

in the novel

/\nallistoric ( 1988). Describing her grandmother. Ina. 1\na details on..: or the only rights

or ownership

a \Vonum is allowed:

rehearsing your will in the imagination

or us fully

grown. retelling the history

of each piece. endowing us with its continuance. gramlnwther to mother to
daughter. the female line or inheritance--'thcse will he yours whclt i' m gone,
because that was all you had to give Isic 1. (57)
Unlike Marlatt. Wallace docs not place as much emphasis upon the male-determined
syntax of language. and chooses to tell the stories of women's lives in a more liuniliar.
narrative form. But like Marlatt. Wallace is aware of the femak line or inhcritm1cc
which. for her represents a web of continuing relationships that an.:

trac~.:ahlc

only by

telling the story of handled things. Marlatt dcscrihes the mnemonic-nostalgic nature of
this process through Ana: "now i' m remembering. not dis- hut re- memhcring. rutting
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things huck togctiH.:r uguin. the things that have been split ofT. set aside fsic]" (51). The
things that have been split ofT--the objects or {hi)stories that travel li·mn one place to
the next--arc n:eovcrcd and connected when remembered and retold. In "Marriages'' and
throughout the body

or Marrying Into

The Family. Wullace recovers and reconstructs

the history of a female home by nostalgically recovering women's 1ives. and telling their
stories in her writing.
In her third volurm: of poetry. Common Magic ( 1985), Wallace returns to the
complicated territory ol' home in the poem "Place of Origin" ( 11-13). meriting a slight
detour from Marrying Into The Family. The way women know and understand their
home is dependent upon criteria different from that for men. as discussed above. But
in ·•Place of Origin:· a sense of home hccomcs something more intrinsically connected
to geography. and the different ways of understanding one's geographical and familial
roots arc drawn upon lines

or gender.

Anu/lna in Marlatt's novel. the right

As excmplilicd by .John in Apted's film, or by

to own

land and property has tended. in the past.

to he an exclusively male privilege. Thus. what men know about their environment is
often drawn lhlln what portion of it they cnn possess. \Vallnce recognizes women's
capacity to inhabit their space in different. more subversive ways. spanning the greater
territory that their relationships can cover. In "Place of Origin'' she reworks ideas fi·om
her earlier work in Marrying,:
For most places. there me two kinds of geography
and it's no different here.
The men know land and weather.
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who owns it and lt.)r how long.
what to prepare for when you can.
Being men. they have access to maps
and country records. almanacs.
Their wives know it dilTcn:ntly.
Not just who married who
but what it was like and why.
how the kids turned out in the end.
This may be gossip.
but that doesn't make it unimportant. ( 12)
Women do not necessarily umlcrstand the world dirtcrcl\tly. but rather. understand that
their position of power within it is different. Womcn's lllldcrstamling
involves a network

or relationships.

or plm:e and lhllllL'

and acknowledging this is one m;mncr in which

Wallucc establishes thcir sense or belonging. here and in tvlarrying. "( iossip.'' an archaic
word for woman, came to mean godmother. connoting respcct for "mother" or
'"grandmother." Now considered pejorative, gossip relcrs to old wives' tales. implying
thc.tt \VOillen's understanding of place (their stories of their conllllllnity) is

SOI11Chow

unworthy of considerution (Walker 350). On that note. in a I 'JX(l lcttcr to l·:rin Moun:.
dated March 12. Wallace describes her mother and grandmother:
These women lived very much within the patriarchal world, they were powerful
women and they were "under their husband's Jaw" as well. They were definitdy
not marginal. either in their own eyes or in the world around thc111 . ... And
when they tulked! They used gossip, confession, anecdote. jokes--hut they used
them to tell their expcricncc of the world, to create a world in which the fi.:mak
-..vas the metaphor l'or the universal. When my grandmother demanded to know
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the last name of any ot' my rriends . . . she was celebrating a network of
relationships which constituted her world and

111

which she

\\'US

comforted.

helped aml celebrated. ( 1993. J I)
Wallace understands that a traditional patriarchal

VIC\\'

of power excludes women in

certain. ol'ten valued ways. In Marrving Into The Family. she explores and celebrates
a limn of power to which women arc admitted. and the form her exploration takes is
narrative poetry. Wallace's poems read as if being spoken. the stories that comprise
women's gossip express Wallace's poetic history of her

f~unily

of women. Despite

history's determination to fix the past with the evidence of documented name and
propcrty. Wallace unfixes this past. and validates gossip. a particular ilk of testimony.
thereby subverting a more traditional sense of historical home.
Wallace continues to explon: her conflicted relationship to home in Marrving.
where one L'xplanation for these dif'ficulties is the prohlematised relationship between
history and memory for women. In "Connecting" (5!-52). as in "Marriages." Wallace
writes of an object passed on. accompanied by a good story about her greatgmndmother. But here Wallace recognizes the problem of a history made up of' the
hbtory of things:
That's about i1.
Not enough li.lr a poem really
e\'cn with the fruit howl
which is delicate and well-made
hut both of' them just kind of
sit there n:f'use to relinquish
the appropriate metaphors (51)

,,
The concrete component of Wallace's nnstalgic return home is 1wt rl·inl'oi"Cl'd by the oral
tradition. for her nmther remembers little with which to furnish it further. Rel·nm:iling
the good story ahout her great-grandmother walking into a bar and embarrassing her
husband with the later image or her as a grandmother sitting by a wood stow pro\'es
to be difficult. except lor something that hegins to emcrgl' from the comparison and
contrast or these two memories/images. Somewhere hl't\\'een "the little llares or light
fulling I to a glow around her"" as an old woman in the kitchen. watching her
granddaughter (the poet"s mother) light the lamps. and "tht: triumphant llickl·r or a
smile" when ·.·•ulking home from the bar after humiliating her husband. the pod
achieves a moment of rcconcil iation (52). "Not much to hui ld a poem on:· Wa Ilace
repeats. l(lr it is too tenuous and fmgile. "likl: the china howl lilted with f'ruit I glowing
in the centre I of my kitchen table" (51). In "Connecting.'' the point of recognition is
no more than a llare or llicker. where even the om: concrete object. the fruit howl. is
a delicate. glowing thing. revealing little. perhaps.

because some objects arc more

historically privileged than others. In his essay. "TIH.:

1\nteced~..:nts

of It: 1\ Poetics

or

Absence," Eric Savoy concludes that "Wallace's ultimate acknmvlcdgeme nl ... is that
the connections between words and things . . . an.: tentative sites ol' particular
recognition rather than moments

or

recovery" (1JH). While

h~.:

is not rclcrring to

"Connecting" spccilically, apparently one reason recovery is impossible is because
memories and history fail to provide.: enough information li11· a proper poem/story, and
womcn·s possessions do not establish a home in any way beyond the nomadic means
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of their stories and rituals. But what exactly is a proper poem'? Wallace, mimicking
what she has lcarncu elsewhere. would have us believe that a proper poem comprises
a proper history. Clearly this is not the case. as "Connecting·· illustrates. where a
fragmented memory and history provide enough for \Vhat I can only assume is an
"inappropriate" poem. insofar as the history it describes is not or the traditional.
textbook variety.

A transgressive history can provide transgrcssi ve poetry, and in

Wallace's ease, docs so successfully.
In another poem, ..Grandma Wagar's Double Bind.. (61 ). Wallace further
considers the problematic relationship between home and women's lack of autonomy
in rural. southeastern Ontario in the generations before her: "In those days of course I
a woman stayed home I until 'she married.'' so that Wallace· s grandmother had no
savings after ten years of teaching. "because she gave all her salary I to her father.''
Leaving her lltther's home did little to alleviate this, for after marrying a man who was
a poor farmer ano losing everything in I927, Grandma Wagar "took in mending I
because in those days of course I a woman stayed home I after she'd married." Whether
functioning as an unmarried. wage-earning member of her father' s home. or as the
matron of her husband's home. the womut1s role within her community was clearly
limited~

her place was in the home. no matter to whom it belonged. The bind is

twofold. for not only was a woman's place in the home. before and after marriage, but
her status as a wage-earner becmne no different after gaining independence from her
paternal home: whether married or not. a woman was financially in debt to, or
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dependent upon. her

l~1thcr

or husband. I Jere. Bronwen Wallace pays a psychological

debt. as she docs in ..A Simple Poem for Virginia \Voolr'': instl·ad of recalling thl'
works of past women writers. howcn:r. she mo\·cs closer to homl'. to m:knowledge her
maternal grandmother's limited possihilities as a precursor to her mon: considerable
options.
In the volume's title poem ... Marrying Into The Family.. {(l9-70). we arc again
invited into a woman's world of conjugal obligatinn. In becoming a wil'l· and mother.
the woman ironically loses any sense of f~unilial connection. and is almost a trespasser
in her own. albeit adopted. home. A woman delined by marriage is a woman illdefined. She functions as the perpetual outsider. apologetic for her di flcrcnccs: she is
"only refuted hy marriage.'' Framed within liunily portraits.
flanked by his beautiful sisters
she smiles apologctil:ally
for small breasts
thin hair
Even the wedding portrait
is dif"lident (69)
Despite the attractive gown she wears. we arc pan:nthetically inlimned that ..(his mother
wore a mink)"' (69). Described by Wallace, the married woman is a l(lreigner in her
own home, where even her children filii to instill any

scns~:

of belonging: to them

"sh~:

denied uny resemblance,'' and .. they believed they had I only one grandlittiH.:r I and were
not present at her father's funeral" (Cl9). Any ancestors. even her paternal ones, arc

'Discussed in the introduction.
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deferred to thO!iC of her husbamJ'!i family. and holidays arc spent "with his people,'' \VhO
never really become her own. Unlike her children. who were "'of course included I in
the fiunily photograph I l!ilhc held the camera" (69). becoming the mirror by which the
t:unily is reflected and dclincd. until a subsequent sister-in-law marries into the family.
The final photograph Wallace describes in the poem is a lillieth anniversary
portrait, in which the woman wears his mother's 111ink stole (the same one her motherin-law wore at her wedding?}. Surrounded by her husband's lltmily. she wears a handme-down that her hody rejects: "(she

alw:.~ys \Vas

I allergic to fur) .. (70). Once more.

Wallace presents an inherited object and invests it with meaning and narrative. In this
instance. however. the narratives and the memories invested in the heirloom represent
the types of rcl:ttionships women arc encouraged to cultivate. A woman marries into a
lhmily. hut l(lr fifty years remains the apologetic. allergic outsider who denies her own
litmily. Women arc not encouraged to cultivate a lasting relationship with one familial
name and phtce. Marrying into the family is the treacherous act which denies the
woman her ronts. and urges
sense

or home.

h~:r

to give up her name. her family. and ultimately any

!low is she able to trace her ancestry when her past and family arc

constantly deferred to that

or the

l~unily

into which she marries'? Wallace implies this

question in the title poem of the volume and also provides some answers within the
body or Marrving Into The Family. One way Wallace and her female ancestors
arc/w~:re

able to establish a sense or home is through the subversive form their "hand-

me-down-narrati\'c.. takes by embracing continual rcinh:rprctation and emphasizing

th~..·

narrator's inscribement into the historical thread.
Another answer lies in the recovery and cxumination of partictllar li:male
ancestors. Wallace· s spinster aunts provide u ckarly suh\'l:rsi \'C lcmale :mn·stry.
eschewing cithcr familial or social obligations. while representing the nnly \'i:thk·
forbears with whom to idcntiry herself. As a route to a historicul home. however.

th~:

old maid aunts prove especially problematic. since their value within the Hamily is
determined by the family's codes of behaviour. Wallucc clearly unlkrstands
enigmatic relationship women have to
aunts she recognizes that when

!~ailing

l~unilial

th~:

and socia; obligation. hut in her maiden

to perpetuate the family. women arc also left in

a precarious domestic. social and historical

position ~

untllarricd sh.;tcrs do not 'add'

anything to a li.unily in the form of children. and arc hence

mor~:

eusi ly forgotten.

In "The Family Saints and the Dining-Room Tahle" (SJ-54) Wallace describes
various diflcrent female ancestors. and their levels of acceptance within thc l:amily, as
i!lustrated through the memories they evoke in liami ly myth:
Everyone remembers how beautiful they were
the ones who spent most of their adult life
dying of consumption

They love to tell about the great-aunt
who died or strcp-throat on her honeymoon
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and the only thing anyone remembers
about the second cousin with the goitre
is that when the country doctor tried to remove it
he sliced the jugular vein instead (53)
These women arc remembered and discussed: they waste away. die in childbirth or
perish in freakish accidents. These saintly, sacrificial women arc a family"s unrealized
potential, and me worthy of remembrance--because they suffer and because they add
colour to a story. Their deaths become the subject of fltmily lore. through an oral
tradition they arc cherished for their martyrdom. "Family saints"' may have had unusual
circumstances, but ubovc all else, they do not challenge any sense of propriety within
the family"s structure or collective historical identity. which explains their canonization
within the

f~unily's

collective memory.

In contrast to these family saints. Wallace presents the women about whom
nobody talks. who arc present within a lltmily's mythology only through their blatant
L':..;d us ion from fluni ly remembrances. If "they love to talk about'' certain sacrificial

lcmalc ancestors,
no-onc talks at all
about great-grandmother who refused
to go to hospital for the tumour
and had two doctors come in
to remove it while she lay chloroformed
on her own dining-room tub!c (54)
Note the disti net ion made here between those whom everyone openly remembers and
those whom no-onc lalks about: to be historically relevant to the family, memory must
go beyond internul thoughtfulness. Memory can only function when expressed through

langunge. When Wallace tells us that .. they remember how her son's will.· I wouldn't
have the table in

th~

house I said it made her sick tn cat oiTit'' (54). wc understand that

this fi.tct is not merely remembered. hut insun:d against obsokscc1H.:e by an mal
tradition: they remember and discuss the woman who. in the llunily's eyes. conductcd
herself appropriately. by denying the table's entrance into her llWn hnmc.
But the story of the dining-room table comes full-circh:. as Wallace reveals its
location, and considers its situation in contrast to the liunily saints: ·
so they gave it to the aunt
who wns an old maid
and she kept it
which everyone said just proved
how queer she was for why
any decent woman would want
a thing like that in the house
they couldn't understand (54)
The table. an object of disgust. manages to insim:ate itself into liunily myth. despite its
relegation to an inappropriate person. Nobody in the fiunily. except f(,r Wallace in
writing this poem, speaks of the great-grandmother's role in creating the table's potency
as a historical and memorable object. Clearly, ami due, in part, to the greatgrandmother's inappropriate and stubborn behaviour. this dining room table is not a
cherished family heirloom. Unlike the china and linens Wallace's women pass from
mother to daughter. as described in "Marriages" and "Connecting:' this dining-room
table is not an acceptable token of' women's pust expcricncc. Not only is the woman
who passes it down unacceptable within the lhmily, hut the woman who accepts the
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table.: into her home, the spinster aunt, is. as well. of' dubious standing within the family
structure. Already considered "queer," her acceptance of the table further proves her
assumed indecency. and unlike the unmentionable great-grandmother, the old maid aunt
is worthy of remembrance, for she provides an example of how a woman should not
function within a

l~unily.

The aunt is relevant and is a

su~ject

for discussion because

she acts as a warning against spinsterhood; should a woman choose to remain
unmarried and childless, we assume she will receive similar treatment in the future. ln
bearing no children. the old maid uunt denies the family's continuance. and therefore
denies its continued history. Within the family code. the spinster. therefore, challenges
the family's sense of propriety. their continuance into the future. and ultimately. their
collective historical identity. The spinster aunt n.:presents another aspect or women's
renegade history within the home. accepting what other family members consider
indecent. embracing a stuhbornncss of character thought unspeakable. and ignoring the
lhmilial push to leave something behind. which marriage and children allow. The aunt,
like Wallace. is also a reader of transgressive historical objects. for in accepting the
table. she is accepting that which the

t~unily

refuses to ''read" (tell) into their sanctioned

collective remembrance. Wallace remembers. and poetically tells her aunt into family
history. wcaving her into the mnemonic tapestry of their woman's home. Precisely
bccause the unmarried woman resists enacting a traditional role Jbr a familial
community. Wallace ucts as the poetic restorer of a dormant history and memory. "The
Family Saints nnd the Dining-Room Table" is Wallacc·s next step in uncovering a

subversive women's history: wh.:r.: the lirst step was to reco\'er a ,,·oman's way of
tracing and telling her past into exist.:nce. this second step is In rememh.:r

:~nd

reconstruct a more viable model lhm1 the past (one who dot.:s not enact "Urandma
Wagar's double bind") with whom to identify herself.
In "The Maiden Aunts" (55-6), Wallace elaborates on the renegade history
unmarried women represent. showing more persuasively how they defy a lltmily's st.:nse
of' acceptable historical memory. Whl'lhcr these women "lltde into tht.: pages" of a
Victorian novel. "with a discreet hint of lavemkr." or take on the mort.: modern
incarnation of ''rohusl well-tailored," shrill-voiced importance in an orticc or hospital.
something about them requires still
a certain delicacy
shadowy tales of jillings grand renunciations
in the name of religion or tinnily loyalty (55)
The maiden aunts arc loyal to the fiunily. although they never function as the matriarchs
in homes independent from their parents. The common myth that woman's plm:c is in
the home is dependent. in part. on her role as mother. The maiden aunt might very well
live in her own home. but her stutus as the matriarch therein is denied. li.>rcing her to
place familial loyalties towurd parents. married siblings. cousins, nieces and nephews.
The unmarried women in the lumily. according to Wallace, sl!em to be valued less (as
the story or the dining-room table implies). and nrrange themselves around the more
traditional, married fumily members
... on the edges of snapshots
like the sprays of green around
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the florist roses the anniversary couple
or the newly christened nephew
thcy arc small talk
f(lr the other rclati vcs am:cdntcs
slipped by-the-by ... (55)
into

th~.:

news or more important

l~unilial

events. A slip is an error. an oversight, and

this is exactly what these women arc within the

l~tmily :

"The maiden aunts have no

claim I to their lltthcr." despite keeping his name (56}. Nor do they lay claim to family
property. which goes to their brothers. "I Wjhile their mother claims I the married sisters
I who wear her wifely postures:· the unmarried women in the family remain unclaimed

and arc unclaiming (56).
Even the features the maiden aunts inherit arc somehow incongruous. like the
photographs which arc tossed aside in deference to '"poses more appropriate I for giltedged albums" (56). Families frame themselves in specific ways. and as described by
Wallace. maiden aunts do not lit into the fi·amc: they arc slipped into the picture or
story. l.ikc an inappropriate photograph, an unmarried mmt is "'placed in some unused
drawer" (56) or the lhmily's collective memory. recalled (reviewed) on holidays or
included as an afterthought. llowcver. despite their marginalized position within the
l~unily

structure. the incongruity or the maiden aunts allows them to be
rdcascd rrom l~unily obligations
their unguarded gestures
seem to open to the dark
like renegade !lowers (56)

... ,
·'-

The maiden aunts arc not me rei y the baby· s brl:ath around the houqw:t. th.: mmg.inalia
of the photograph or the anecdote to the story. \Vallacl' n:frames her spinster aunts.
placing them within her own sense of t;unily. thereby revising their status as
transgressions. These female ancestors have no right to t;unily propl·rty. and do not pass
o~jects

on to daughters or daughters-in-law. hut they avoid becoming l;unily property.

presenting Wallace with a possible. alternative.: cxamph: of li:malc ancc.:stry. Cnnj ugal
obligations. as made evident in "Marriages" and "Marrying Into The Family." nlkn
subjugate women. By being released li·mn wifely duties. such as maintaining hearth and
home. deferring to her husbamfs family or hearing children li.lr the family's continuance
into the future. the unmarried aunt might not make it into the t;unily lnre. portraiture
or future gene pool. but she gains a certain degree nf personal independenec. Wallace
observes this freedom. and thereby recovers an ancestry. a history ami a home with
which she can further identify herself. By resurrecting

th~.:sc

"rem:gadc tlowcrs" through

memory. the poet linds additional ancestors and valid female lill-crunners. previously
denied by the code of l~unilial duty.
"'Finding My Real Ancestors" (57-58) further presents Wallace's hind in
attempting to recover valid women li.lrerunners. It is di l'licult to locate some lcmnle
ancestors, since their names change upon marriage. Spinster aunts, however, provide
an easily traced ancestral path, as well as offer rcm:gade models to whom Wallace can
identify herself. The maiden aunts. however. present Wallace with something of a
problem: they do not add to family history' s insistence on leaving children hchind. What
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fixes them historically--their unchanging maiden name--also tears them away from a
f~unily's

scnse or historical stuhility through continuance. The aunts might be Wallace's

more authcntic personal ancestors. in that she is able to embrace their transgressive
nature, hut within the flunily this quality is not valued. Attempting to locate other
female ancestors, ones authenticated hy hlood-tics. proves difficult for Wallace:
. . . stepmothers
insinuate lll'.!mselves
Iike characters
fi·orn the Brothers Grimm
blocking my way
to the real ancestors
whom no-one nnw remembers (57)
As described earlier. Wallace believes that men understand the world diiTerently
from womcn. When stepmothers wmrp the women preceding them, and take on the
duties

or

wire and mother within their husband's home. Wallace's ancestral tracking

through the lhmily tree reveals and confirms that women· s names. and therefore
women's Jives. mean little and arc easily lost. Family space is traditionally defined in
patriarchal terms. so that even upon death. familial space is mule-defined. "I've seen
family plots," writes Wallace, "one big patriarchal stone I

surrounded by smaller

female ones" (57). The history Wallace finds in trying to locate her real ancestors is one
of dates. names. hut no answers. Instead of a narrative or ongoing relationships or
accumulated meanings, she finds li.tcts. and memories arc unreliable:
e\'en in my grandmother· s stories
her stepmother's arrival
when she was three was

just another detail
and her diary's mostly dates
the births or her children
weddings funeruls
then on a separute page li.1r
April 1920 (she'd be
35 or so)
her one memory
of her real mother (57-58)
Here. more clearly than anywhere else in these early pm:ms. Wallace C{lnsidcrs the
difficulties or her dependem:e on a remembered past li.1r her nostalg.ic. histnriral retu m
home.
Her usc of memory ami nostalgia is a means tmvards a historical path. hut she
clearly differentiates between historic:1l

l~tct

and detailed n:mcmhram:e. t\s the litk·

implies. real ancestors--the ancestors that matter in her search for home--an.: those
described through women· s memories. not through hare Hu.:t. which was olk-11
determined for women by men. That her grandmother's diary comprises mostly dates
of pivotal events is another important factor to consider in Wallace's inability to garner
any useful history out nf the fltmily tree or documents available to her; thcsc models

or historical

documentation rai I to narrute a story. and one event (a fum:ral) is given as

much weight as another (a wedding). Only hy suhjectivcly narrating a rcmemhcred
history is Wallace nhle to discover and place relevance upon J;tctual events. !'or the
chronological journal or events is inconclusive insofar as il fails lo illuminate !he
memories and feelings or her female ancestors. Since Wallace' s project is to allow an
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cvcr-grow111g symphony of' \\'omen· s voices into the conversation of her writing. the
ahscncl! of a narrative thread in empty facts is crucial.
In The Content of' the Form (I 987). historian llayden White examines the nature
of' narrative as a means towards shaping reality. with a particular focus on how we
slmpe the past with our natural tendency to tell it. "It is because real events do not offer
themselves as stories that their narrativization is so dinicult" (4). Thl! gap between the
possible and the actual--the story and the object or event--is whl'rl! the dirticulty lies.
ami Wallacl! articulates this in "Finding My Real Ancestors." when she differentiates
between the dates ami events of the diary entries and the one memory her grandmother
divulges. the one thought invested with meaning lor Wallace's narrative. historical
search. Events. unlike stories. do not necessarily lend themselves to conclusions.
Although Wallace's sense of' history lends itself to revision and constant variation. the
narrative limn her poetry takes implies resolution: her poem's end insinuates
unanswered questions. but connects events ami memories into something cohesive. ir
only for her own sense of a lcmnle-centred home and history. The moment of slight
n:covery in "Finding My Real Ancestors" is likened to a key opening an old trunk. with
"the questions / I never thought to ask I spilling into the room'' (58). Memory is the
only key with which Wallace is ahle to shape her narrative: here and in her later work.
stories of the pw;. connect tP ;·,Jumcnts of' the present and subsequent meanings arc
lhshioncd. llowe\'er. memory only pl\lVidcs one ingredient to the narrative of history.
and since the J'acts--thl! names and dates--or the womc..·n Wallace looks tor in the family

J6

tree me rendered mule without the explanatory nmTati,·es. she is left with a necessarily
fragmented sense of ancestry and home that is always open to new information and

llC\\'

interpretation. The conversational voice Wallace situates her poetry within is always
open to new voices. whether from the past or present. and her JHlstalgic return home is.
therefore. always mindful of future nostalgic. mnemonic jourtit:) ~ to

collll'.

CIIAI•TEI{ 2
Moving Away From the t•ast:
Bronwen W;alhtce's Mnemonic f{cturn in Signs of the Former Tenant

They say that loss of memory is not to know who you nrc. Then
suppose, it has to f(>llow that we are what we remember.
Timothy Findley. Inside Memory. (5)

In Marrying Into The Family (I 980), her first volume of poetry, Bronwen
Wallace examines her historical sense of home: she delves into her family 's past and
reconstructs the lives of her female ancestors out of the detritus they left behind. She
is nostalgic insofar as she embarks upon a painful return home, and, as discussed in
chapter one, her return is painful because her female forbears arc excluded from
traditional historical discourse. In Marrying Wallace recovers a personally meaningful,
although conflicted, sense of ancestry and determines the antecedents of her home.
which was created by women, maintained by women and filled with objects owned by
women. Wallace operates as a link in the chain of her home's continuance by engaging
in a historical and archaeological quest.
In hc.!r following work. however. Wallace is more concerned with the nature or
psychology of memory than with its role in reconstructing history. Her second
publication. Signs of the Former Tenant (1983), marks a movement away from delving
into hc.!r historical past and towards searching through her more complicated, mnemonic
one. For Wallace, ml!mory--pcrsonal. testimonial and made present through language--is
a sclf'-(rl!)construetivc tool, nnd Signs marks a significant shift in emphasis for Wallace:
while in Marrving she attempts to reconstruct her historical home, in Signs identity is

her primary subject matter. In both texts. however. Wallace uses mnemonic prm:csscs
and her constructions--whether un historical past or a pcrc..:i\'cd suhjccti\'ity--an!
necessarily tentative and fragmented .
In a 1988 interview. Bruce Meyer and Brian ()'Riordan ask Wallace to l'Xplain
the mnemonic style or her poetry. 2 Wallace explains that there is an immanent mystery
to every experience, and that the answer to this mystery can he l{mnd in the details of
the event itscl r. But this answer lies on unstable ground. because our perception and
explanation of li fc arc entangled with how we explain and perceive omsclves. "I think
that we arc constantly inventing and reinventing ourselws. •· she explains. "and that has
to do with the fact that our job here has to do with ligu ring out t h~: mystery ol' our
personality" (3). To engage in this lite-long project

or sdr-inv~:ntion

constant rc ..contcxtualizing of our past. and to cast new light upon any
we might have. Recovering the pnst. as she docs in Marrying Into

is to

engag~:

s~:nse

Th~:

in a

or id~:ntity

Family. is only

the first step in Wallace's nostalgic project; the seconu step is the perpetual reevaluation or reinvention

or the self through

memory. as exempli lied in Signs ol' the

Former Tenant. According to Wallacc. we come to understand our identities and the
events that shape our lives as the signilicancc or the past changl.!s: "ltlhe mcaning of
our lives and the meaning of each memory unl(>lds as we go along . . .. Memory is our
past and we arc continually reliving it all the time" (3 ). Mnemonic and nostalgic

2

Wallace's short stories had not yet been published.
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rcflcclion--likc their suhstancc--fluctuatc in this never-ending pursuit for the meamng
of the pus! and any sense

or identity we

derive from it.

Nostulgia. according to sociologist Fred Davis in Yearning For Yesterday (1979).
functions as "one

or the

more readily accessible psychological lenses . .. we employ

in the never ending work of constructing, maintaining. and reconstructing our identities··
(31 ). People usc nostalgia in speciJic ways for ongoing self-actualization, one of which
is the l:ommonly criticized tendency

or nostalgic

sentimentality to "tint'' what Davis

rcli:rs to as the "psychological lens" with rose-coloured glass. Vtlc tend to impose
positivl! li:clings upon events or objects that might not have been so wonderful at the
time. One's ability to sec this tendency in oneself Davis calls "Reflexive Nostalgia." In
the following n:alizalion made about old-style milk bottles by one or his interview
~;uhjccts.
\I'll.\'

the suhjcct catches herself romanticizing the past: •·J rememhered how nic:e it

to hal'e the pofJ·IIt!ck bottle delil·ered at the door hy the milkman. hill .fin-got about

lww au:/itl the milk tasted" (23). The idea or this nostalgic, selective memory is.
however. Htr from innovative. In .. Psychopathology of Everyday Life." written in 1899.
Freud rl!cognizes that a large part of his patients' memories arc "concealing memories ...
or superficial recollections. resulting in little more than indifferent emotions (62). A
concealing memory serves as a substitute for recollecting a more painful event: there
is no awmcness of repressed unplcas:mtrics behind the indi ffercnt memory (63 ). Using
himself as a subject in a later study. Freud concludes that

is fJ/'0\'ed

lo he .fimnded

011

··rtJhe .finxelling in all c:ase..,·

a motil'e c?l t!i.\plem·ure''

(96). To avoid pain, we
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conveniently forget past annoyances or di rticultics and \'ci I them with conscious
remembrances. Nostalgia runetions thus. subsuming .. the had taste" nf the past. mul
making the present and future more palatable. I r the mystery or our personalities. \lr our
unconscious. is the source of our identities (or neuroses). as Walluce. Davis and Freud
argue, our awareness of the common impulse to

rememh~:r

the past nostalgically. in till·

best possible light, is an important clue in solving this mystery.

Sclectiv~:

memory is n

necessary aspect to the "psyehologicai k•ns" that constitutes nostalgia. for "at om: ami
the same time we

quir~

our tcms or the ahyss while bestowing an endearing

lustr~:

on

past selves that may not have seemed ullthat lustrous at the time" (Davis 41). In order
to move into the future as strong, hright. capable people. we construct our past sdves
out ol' the moments when we were able to uct out

th~:se

qualities and relegate the rest

to a mysterious. screened unconscious.
The title or the lirst series of poems
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Signs of the Fonner Tenant, "Moving

I\ way From the Past." suggests Wallace's divergence l'rom her historical. nostalgic quest

in Marrying. llowever. in Signs, and particularly in the poems of" the first section. the
shift is only momentary, presenting a paradox. With increasing temporal distance from
certain events, one assumes a certain ··movement" away from the past. I Jistancc afli:mls
the perspective needed to derive meaning from seemingly unconnected events. As we
temporally move away from the past, we also psychologically close in on it. For
Wallace, this means that the past can be narrated and fixed to a greater extent than the
present: in .. 1 Like to Believe My Life" (38-40). she explains:
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I like to believe my life
is slowly tidying itself
finishing things up
like a good novel
that's what 1 think I like
about the past
the way it seems to smooth itself around me

meanwhile the present
muddles around me
the present's always sighing
and vaguely dissatislicd while I
kect) trying to patch it up (38)
Wallace also moves away from the past temporally when she shifts her focus in
historical content from a past that pre-dates her to her own memories and their psychic
function. The past is always the conscious material of nostalgia. but in the poems
li.lllowing Marrying Into The Family. Wallace allows her personaL mnemonic past to
function towards a more complex understanding of identity and diverse meanings.
Memory illuminJtes the cracks in conscious knowledge. and Wallace ''believed in the
mysteriousness of the commonplace--in other words. that nothing is ordinary. if you
take the time to examine it tenderly·· (Geddes 1990, 391). Memories. for Wallace, often
serve as the "small invasions ... that crack open the shells or our ordinary lives" (Rudy
Dmscht and Savoy. 5). exhuming the extraordinary.
Wallace's two epigraphs to Signs or the Former Tenant speak to the issues of
identity and the unconscious and urc important to an understanding of how memory
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opens the door to the extraordinary. Thc lirst passage. by llrsula K. l.diuin. ts as
follows:
"'l11ings you use: things you po.\·sess. am/ are JWsse.l·sccl hy; things you
huild with--/wicks. wortl\·. l'ou huilcl houses with them. and
(.'tlllsell't~\'S.

!Julthe /wildings .fill/, the

causell't~\ 's

ltJII'ns.

a11cl

c.·cmnol go all the

ll't~\'.

11wre is llll ahyss, a gap. a las/ srep to he taken .. (np)
In her lirst volume or poetry. \Vallace locales a rc:nale historical home from lhL' objects

women usc and the relationships amongst womcn these objects cultivate: wonw11
"possess and arc possessed hy" these things. as Ldluin suggests above. Bricks build
the concrete home. hut words construct the liguralivc lwmc. Neither structures arc
without cracks: us mortar lilts the cracks between bricks. so silence tills the space
between words. Conscious speech can only partially fi II the ahysmal silence

or the

unconscious that llti Is to cxplai n the subjccl. In "Black 11 ics" (Common Mag,ic T2- 751
Wallace acknowledges the dishonesty ol' language as a tool li1r sell'-actualization and
conscious explanation. She writes that there is ··a caution I that comes from knowing
words and scientific theories I ure the tricks we have I for making the world lit I our
view

or it"

(72). Wallace emphasizes that knowledge is based

Oil

our inmlcquate

language which "tricks" our consciousness; the mystery ol' identity lies within the
lttilurc or language. The only link lo silence's meaning is the unconscious; the only path
to understanding the mystery
dream-like. mnemonic route.

or unspoken,

unconscious idenli ty is, li1r Wallace. the
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Wallm:e's second epigraph to Signs is from photographer Diane Arbus' opening
statement in Diane A rhus: An Aperture Monograph ( 1972): "Nothing is ever the same
as they said it 1\'as. It '.1· what J'1•e never seen

h~fhre

that I recognize" (np). In this

description of the experience of photographing, Arbus characterizes the manner in
which repressed or untupped memories might resurface. Recognition derives from an
unconscious mncmon ic impulse or dream and is rendered flesh in the conscious world
we arc able to artieu late and evoke through particularly inscribed objects. As I will
discuss in

the (()llowing

chapters.

Wallace establishes

certain signs/sites as

mnemonil:ally rich totems. evocatively signi licant for the subject even as they yield
inadequate conscious explanations. Totems and talismans often "speak'' to the
unconscious and bridge the gap of silence that speech cannot. For Wallace. these objects
arc the things women usc. or. as I will discuss in the following chapter. the photographs
that document thl! past.
Strengthening the link between memory and the unconscious. Wallace draws a
similmity between dream and memory in "Red Light. Green Light'' (7-9). the lirst poem
of Signs or the Former Tenant. Wallace describes the childhood game ... Red Light.
<ireen l.ighf' and the effect

or its recollection on her daily existence. "Something about

playing outdoors I in the long summer evenings alter supper." and "the particular
quality

or the

light then." shape thl! poet's present recollections.

Sll that the memory or those games
--the grace or our bodies emerging from the awkward
tangle of an ordinary growing up

into the lluid mon:ment of our play-has the glow {,r a painting
by Christopher Pratt an adult· s dream
of a lost time (7)
As well. ''lslomething about the way that light I was casing the day sn slowly away I
from us.'' made the ltuniliar world of bedtime stnrics. toothbrushes and parents' homes
improbable (8). And "lslomcthing about that game and thL' particular I receding light
drawing our voices I away with it.'' invade the poet's curn:nt stroll

011

a summL·r

evening.
making me turn and stop
and stand there half surprised
tu lind myself alone
no other children poised in mid-step
leaning toward me (9)
Wallace acknowledges then: is "sollll'lhing about the light"' ol' her remcmherl·d past that
renders it dreamlike. but she is unahh: to pin-point what that "something" is. There is
also something about the light on a cmrenl summer's evening that surprises the poet
into subconsciously surrendering to the memory nf thos~.: past evenings. Why else would
she instinctively expect the children

or her past

to he poised around lu.:r. engaged in a

gamc.: of "Red Light. Grec.:n Light"'! For Wallace. nH:mory is something other than
merely the means to a historical past: nwmory can he. as it is here. a signal from the
unconscious to mobilize conscious acts of recognition.
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In "Red Light, Green Light:· memory is revealed as "a kind of moving a trick
I ol' knowing when to turn and how.'' similar to the game Wallace recalls (9). 3 As

discussed ahovc. memory is selective, or "tricky.. ; remembrances arc surprising but also
dependent upon a certain personal need. According to .1. M. Kcrtzer in "Bronwen
Wallace: 'The Stubborn Arguments of the Particular:·· a method of selection is required
to repossess the past. Wallace examines "how meanings evaporated--grow diffuse as
they lose their ground in reality--and must be renewed through rituals of memory and
return'' (71 ). The trick nr memory is the trick or knowing when the real or the concrete
is not stable enough to sustain mnemonic significance. As Kcrtzcr continues, "[t]o
n~mcmhcr

absolutely everything would be to relive it in its original confusion. To be

efficacious. memory must also make usc of a strategic forgetting ... . When it turns
hack, it also turns away from the pust" (82). Wallace at once moves toward and away
from the past. by a strategic, though not necessarily conscious, process. Wallace
recognizes that a certain quality to the midsummer evening light of her childhood
repeats itself at present. but she also understands that other. perhaps common aspects
between the past and present go unnoticed or arc forgotten. Like the game of "Red
Light, Green Light," memory involves a delicate balance: it is both movement and
stillness. commotion and silence.

'In Red Light. Green Light. the person who is "it" stands with her/his back turned to
the other players. chanting "green light . .. green light" as they move slowly toward
her/him. At the "red light" command, "it" turns and looks for any movement in the
other players. If s/he spots mo\'cmcnt. the person caught is out. If someone reaches
"it" before being caught. s/hc becomes "it."
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A memory. like a dream. cracks into the poet's en:ryday conscwus life. In
"Freud's Mnemonic: Wonwn. Screen Memories ami Fl.!minist Nostalgia." Mary Jacobus
considers American poet Adrienne Rich's work in rdation to a ti.:minist n.:mling ul'
memory and nostalgia. Wallace. like Rich, takes as her suhjcl'l matter cwnts
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women's lives. such as marriage. childbearing. and the friendship of other women. and
she. too, writes with a recognizably female voice. It is clear that \Vallace was
influenced by Rich: to Erin Moure she cites Rich's OJ' Woman Born (1976) as one tl'Xt
that articulated her own leclings about curly motherhood and incited her establishment
of "the infamous Mothers' Group in Windsor" ( 1991,

~~).

Jn an interview with .lanicc

Williamson, Wallace mentions ..a great line in an Adrienne Rich poem about knowing
that her wound came from the same place as her power" ( 1991. J2). Wallace also
quotes Rich in jleoplc You'd Trust Your Lile To ( 199 I). llcr epigraph to this, her only
volume of short stories. is from Rich's poem "lntcgrity,"and reads as l(lllows: "Anger
and tenderness: my selves. I And now I can bdievc they breathe in me I as angels, not
polarities'' (np) . .Jacobus provocatively reports that "the past ceases to he the proper
referent of

memory~

rather memories 'refer' ... to the unconscious,'' because they

always revise orrcinscrihc an irretrievable past (IIH-119). ln"Rcd Light. (ireenl.ight,"
the dream-like quality--the something ahout the light--of Wallace· s childhood game is
the indescribable memory: Wallace is unable to dcscrihl! what that something is, yet,
as by a dream, she is affected noncthell!ss. "Just as a dream represents the f'ullilment
of a repressed wish," states Jacobus, "a memory n:prcscnts a contradictory desire--not
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the wish to remcmher, hut the wish to forget" ( 119). The act of remembering is the act
by which the past is denied, because it is revised into something useful lor current
significance. Every mnemonic act li.)rces the past further and further away, while
seeming to hring it into closer range. Thus memory and nostalgic ref1ection touch upon
a more complex understanding of

~cJJ:.dclinition/crcation

and can no longer be

considered merely as a component of Wallace"s historical inquiry.
Nostalgia implies regrd. and taking Freud and Lucan as her guides. Jacobus
con~iders

nostalgia "a powerful symptom .. . peculiarly enjoined on women" ( 135) who

might have particularly strong feelings of loss or regret when attempting to develop a
personal sr.:nsc of home or identity. In Lacanian terms. the subject verbalizes/enacts past
expcrienccs in an attempt to stabilize a sense of identity. The individual is constituted
"as being the one who thus has becn" ( 47), by cxprcssing an cver-changing pastiche of
self-proclaimed important events. depending on the circumstances. the audience. or the
effect desired. llowever. thc subject might also become alienated from her/his past (and
thcrcfore :my sense of identity) with the realization that some events arc inexpressible
or li.ngotten. Despite selective memory. lorgottcn or unconscious events arc significant
to thc subject's identity. An individual is constituted by all of what has occurred up to
the present moment. The unanalyscd dream (unconscious desire) is as significant to the
suhjcct as his or her narrativized history. For women. whose lives have conventionally
and fornmlly been "spnken" hy men. this sense of loss or regret for the past is
undcrstandably more prolound. Wallace clearly has a past she would like to acquaint

·IN

herself with. but she. like many women. is alicnah:d from it: the
forum in which. and the language \vith which. to

dl·~crib~:

pa~t exist~.

it is one the

ptlL'I

hut th1.•

attempts to

discover through her poetry. In a letter to \Vallacc. dah.:d March 2J. I '>Xll, l·: rin tvlolll'l'
tells her t'ricnd that "there an: things in me 1 know exist that

hm·~:n ' t h~..·~..·n

spoken. This

is why I know there arc leaks. there arc ways out. and I think one can lind thPSI..' gaps
somehow. and that to articulate them one has to hudge the system

or expression"

( 1'>'>.1.

42). Wallace. instead of "budging the system ol' cxpn:ssion,"--l'nr ht:r podic styk tends

to maintain a traditional narrative tC.mn--articulatcs the gaps in her work by Idling the
story around these gaps. Moure recognizes this in

h~:r

correspondence (April 4. 1987) she admits that the efli:ct

friend's writing: in a later

or li:minist

theory on many

writers hc.ts been "a rejection ol' the narrative linc. saying thai is an allempl lo mitTot· ot·
represent reality. and language cannot represent (purely) thl..! world" (I ')'Jl.

~N).

To

Moure. Wallace· s work opens up narrative limn into something considcrahl y less
prescriptive:
... in the telling, you arc looking l(lr thai hidden smm:thing behind the story (a
power, a kind of grave. a f{m;e, mental connection. synaptic leap ... ), using
those neural connections of straight story to break through ami make new
connections. This is NOT representation, hut something else. then.

1/rniiii'L'I/,
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\\'hat is it. jsicl 'lhink alwlll and arlic:ulale this! Go aheac/.1 i douhle dare you!

(I I)IJJ. W))''

/\s Moure clearly recognizes. there is a di !Terence between straight. dogmatic
representation, which li.lils to convey \Hllllcn ·s experience. and the representational.
narrative style Walluce adopts to reacquaint herself with an alienated past.
/\n cxarnplc of Wallacc. s estrangement from her past is the poem ··1n My

Mother· s Favouritc Story" (I 0-13 ). in which she describes a l(,rgotten event from her
childhood. /\t the age of three. the poet vcntmes away from home on a quest for the
"pink icc crc:.un" of' the western sunset clouds. This story happens to be her mother's
liiVOlll'i te,
and always her telling of it weaves
mound me like a net of hopes
her sinewy expectations it explains
me somehow ( I I )
This account of the poet as a child justifies her later choices in life. explains her
imagi nat ivc drawings. and is a precursor to her current

vocutio:~.

It is a mythical story.

when:in Wallace as a child strides through the hazards of the li.uniliar streets of her
hometown and ... like /\lice and Dorothy and so many others"( 12). discovers the object
of her desires (strawberry icc cream) "right in her own backyard." But the poet's
i1whility to n.·call the event her mother cherishes poses a problem:

1

An upcoming conference instigated this lengthy. epistolary discussion on gender
and language. so any response \Valluce may have had to her friend ' s dare was made
through the conference ruther than within their letters.
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so what can I tell her now seeing. the way
she lws \vm·en the story so wdl and kept its
charm around me for so long
how can I say that I remember nothing or the indd1.·nt

(I~)

The story that defines her is no more than a narratin:--a story with a beginning. middle
and end. and clearly dclined characters--frnm which

\Vallac~.·

is

prcs~.·ntly

alienated. Sl11:

realizes that this ltlrgollcn adventure is important nonetheless. for
... deep within n1y brain somewhere
the real event repeats itsdl' in my cells
again aml again the young child movt:s
through dangerous lluniliar stn:ets
is rt:scul!d and returned ( 13)
1\.s in ··Red Light. Green Light." an ..adult's drcwn of a lost timt:" .iolts Wallace into a
moment or recognition. llcrc. the dream is repossessc:d as her mother's story--an adult's
narrative--that lixcs the past in a form to answt:r only her mother's llllestions. Wallace
recognizes that the story her mother tells speaks to her

mother'sanxicty~

insoll1r as lu:r mother is abk to understand the: poet out

or

it explains her

the answers her own

constructions provide. Once again. the unknown past J(,rccs Wallacl! into a mon1cnt or
regretful longing: regn:t li.1r thl! heroic child she cannot remember herself to he, and a
past that she cannot admit into her own consciousm:ss. Wallace. tiH:rdiu·l!, makes a leap
f'rom the story as an explanation lilr her present lifestyle--a narrative represl!ntation ol
hcrselr--to the actual event as an example of the world she perceives around her. She
would have her mother know that
all streets ure treacherous and even the hesl
loved children li.lrget the rult:s
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about crossing with the Iight
hut p~.:rhaps she knows this anyway
it's her story after all and she always
puts hcrsel r in alone in the house
her hand on the h.:lephone
and her eyes on the scattered toys
so casi ly abandoned
on the empty porch ( 13)
Wallace experiences regret f(Jr a past. she cannot remember and is simultaneously
haunted by her comprehension of the event itself. Mrs. Wallace's often-told story is an
antidote for a past that m.:ver existed and perhaps the only manner in which she can
reconcile herself with the past loss and recovery of her young daughter. or explain
Wallace's untraditional lifestyle.
Nostalgic storytelling. whether the story is Wallace's or her mother's, can speak
into the abyss of silence and bridge the gap between unconscious and conscious
sul~jcctivity.

According to Lucan, however. one cannot express one's desires within

language when they reside within the incomprehensible void of silence: it is natural to
speak into the failure of silence when attempting to fill that gap and fulfill desires (40).
Words arc the only .. bricks.. with which to build understanding, but without their
mortar--the incomprehensible. inarticulate silence--language also succeeds in alienating
us from more pro f(nmd understandings of subjectivity. resulting in melancholic,
unsatisfied desire. According to Jacobus, alienation and regret arc heightened for
women. who consequently experience nostalgia twofold: returning to Freud and Lacan,
.Jacobus reminds us that womtm' s penis envy--regretful desire for the "lost" penis she

never had--is mntchcd by male fear with the threat nf castratinn. "i\ lcmnry (of" hat has
never been lost) is constitutive of nostalgia" ( 13(1). and pcnis-cn\'y in \\'omen is. thus.
the delinitivc nostalgic expression. The subsequent li.:minist theoretical explanation llll'
female regret. as described by .Jacobus. "prefers to sec this n:trospectivc perception of
loss as mourning for the lost mother" ( 13 7). Another offshoot of Jacobus· arguml'llt is
exemplified by Wallace's work and is thcrcli.lre more applicable: Jacobus posits that
women might experience

de~:p

regret for a past (historical or mnemonic) hl·causc

women were not allowed a role of proclaimed viwl importance within patriarchal
society. The ·'alienated need" ( 13 7) women experience \'is a \'is history--descri hcd hy
Freud as penis-envy. and by l.acan as exile from the phallic symbolic order--uriscs out

or an

unsatisfied desire fi.1r a personally valid ancestral home. One docs not have to

accept the penis as womtm' s object of regret or the phallus as the symbol of pmver ti·om
which women arc

denied~

neither docs one have to accept the womb as the homdand

and source ol' woman's longing. Despite
psychoanalytical

theory,

th~:sc

Freud and Lacan

often criticized, essentialist aspects
have

provided

ust.:f'ul

models

or
f'or

understanding alienation. "For Lm:an." states .Jacobus, "desire itscl f' is always the
offshoot of a need that ' finds itself alienated ' l<iallop 14'>1--always a state of'
melancholy or unsatisfied desire . .. . This alienated need is the nostalgia ol' feminism"
( 137). The "nostalgia of feminism" is dearly prevalent in Wallace's writing. where the
gap between what she searches f(>r and what she is ahlc to contrihute to this search
alienates her from mnemonic and historical truths. This alienated need also fim;es
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Wallu<.:<.: to <.:ontinuc speaking into the void of her Jcsircs and estrangement. In telling
IH.:r pocti<.: stories. Wallace speaks to the alienated past that is crucial to her sense of
identity. whether or not she would agree with a psychoanalytical reading of the
language or the past. In fact. Wallace docs not hclicvc patriarchy is a monolith. as she
articulates in the following statement in her address. "One More Woman Talking" 5 :
When I talk of disrupting or changing history. I begin with the assumption that
people can change. that we arc not totally determined by. bespoken by. the
culture in which we live. I begin. always. with the power of the personal. the
private. the unique in each of us. which resists. survives. and can change the
power that our culture has over us. (79)
Women, and Wallace. might not he totally bespoken by a predominantly patriarchal
culture. But if' it is not partially determined by socio-cultural forces. then where exactly
docs the alienation in language urisc from? The unic.1uc power of the individual. if not
hcspoken hy a patriarchal society. might then be "spoken" by the silence encasing our
conscious words. That Wullace is unable to always articulate her past cxpcricuces is
plain: that she attributes her estrnngeml.!nt from the past to a phallic symbolic orde.· or
to a dominating social structure is less clear.
Given the futility of language to successfully lill in the gaps of understanding,
why then should Wallace trust speech at all? Lacan provides an answer. albeit a

~She was preparing this address and included it in a letter to Moure. dated February

'27. l9X7.

5·l

problematic one: "E\'en if !speaking! communicates nothing.

th~

discourse represcnts

the existence or communication: cn:n if it denies the e\'idcncc. it artirms that spcl·ch
constitutes truth: even if it is intended to dccei,·e. the discoursc spl'Culatcs on t:tith in
testimony" (43). Language is problenwtic because it implies thc possibility ol'
communication's truth which it can only partially ddi\'cr. While l.acan spccilically
describes the function of discourse in analysis. the same can hc said I'm languagc

111

general. particularly in cases of remembered events when one's t:tith in testimony 1s
constantly tested or questioned. Spoken recollections of the past bring "us up against
the reality of what is neither true nor litlse.'' states l.m:an (47). In articulating llHllllents
li·om h..:r/his past. the subject's sdf-proclaimcd history is not measun.:d hy criteria

.
established on a true/false matrix. "For it is present speech that bears witm:ss to the
truth of this revelation in present reality. and which grounds it in the name
reality" (47). For Wallace. this means that even if she is unable to remember

or that

th~: ~:vent.

or dl!scribe it correctly. she is capable of evoking and communicating a necessary truth
from her recollections. as they hold relevance l(lr the

pr~:sent

or future. She reconciles

moments of the past with the present. and in articulating the past through her narrative
of poetic discovl!ry, her nostalgic projectmovcs beyond regret for the past, and towards
a future

or possible

meanings and greater understanding or self.

In "The I leroes You I lad as a Girl" (21-22), Wallace makes one such realization.
II ere. her recollection is not a lost dream of childhood. InstemJ. the memory that
insinuates itself into her present identity teaches her that perhaps the past as a chaotic
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mystery 1s preferable to the conscious explanation she is inclined to make
retrospectively. As Wallace linus in this case. the past is best left behind when its
confusion is translated into order. and thereby altered. She celebrates her youthful
admiration l<>r the older boys who worked on their curs on Saturdays. raced on Sundays
and were the

o~jects

to lire her adolescent sexual awakening:

The heroes you had as a girl
were alwuys three grades ahead of you
taller than the boys in your own class
taller even than your brothers
and the layers of muscle ripening
under their thin shirts and jeans
made your palms itch
1(>1' something you didn't know how to explain
hut wanted to . .. (2 I)
The heroes she had as a girl were dangerous and evoked delicious. unexplainable
l'cclings. so that now. as an adult. "twenty years later the hero I who drove that car
returns as unexpectedly I as the memory and just as out of place'' (22). Wallace docs
not approach her l(mncr hero. The memories of spinning wheels. burning rubber, an
arch of naming crates and the sound of her own voice screeching amongst the other
girls arc irreconcilable with herscl f now and the man presently studying bathroom
fixtures in a store window. who has grown Jut and bald. But "that's not what stops you
now I though something docs'' (22). The poet is immobilized by her entrancing
memories:
you can l'ccl the dry grass biting
the hacks or your legs the uncomfortable
angle of your knees us you sat just so

practising your own dangerous manoemTcs
not hcing noticed . . .
you think you could explain it now
and that" s what stops you
knowing you want nothing less
than ror him to turn
peel otT his shirt to show you
burn scars on his ehe!;t
and the sullen landscape or his eyes
you want the races or those girls
your own among them burning
brighter than any lire (:!2)
ller desire is impossible: her desire is I()J" adolescent passion and innocence. In .. , Like
to Believe My Life" the past is characterized as explicable and thercl(ll·c tidier than the
present. In "Red Light. Green Light ... in .. In My Motlwr's Favourite Story." and
especially in ''The Heroes You llad as a <iii"!." Wallace's nostalgic desire is liu· the
mnocence and Ji·antic disorder she expt.:ricnced during childhood and adolescem:e.
Wallace's adolescence is literally lost to her because it is

Ull

adult's dream or childhood-

-a time when meanings wen: diiTuse and everyday "magic" was more readily available
to her. llowever, since the Lacanian subject is always "one who has thus hccn." it
follows that Wallace carries within her the possibility or innocence, the possibility or
passion, or the possibility or magic with every recollection. The "real" evetits replay
themsclws out in her body: the childhood game. the event or her mother's htvourite
story. and the sensations or adolescent turmoi I repeat themselves at every mnemo11ic
turn. The wuy Wullacc evokes u rediscovery or her lost times is hy relating the physical
sensations--the body memories, ir you wi 11--provokcd hy memory.
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For example, the poem "'I nsidc Out'' (32-4) relates the purely physical
manifestation a memory might take: "A man I know whose father used to slap him I
on the hack of his head I .. . I still knows the explicit taste of that humiliation" (32),
writes Wallace. She further qualifies that "'this is not n memory" because these
memories arc not narrative in form; they resurface only as chaotic spasms of pain
and/or pleasure:
it's not the recounting of chiluhood
I'm telling you about the versions of it
handed out to friends when we return
like condescending ghosts who peer in
on the antics of the living
with futile "if' only I hall knowns'' on their lips
not that at all ... (32-33)
To Wallace, these anti-memories arc the taste of humiliation. "the saltiness of snot and
held-hack tears" (32). what "a woman I feels as icc in the pit of her stomach" (32), or
"the immediate I cramping in my stomach I . .. I that private mingling of shame and
anger I tightening the cords in my neck I and strangling my tongue.. when an incident
from grade-three involuntarily rcsurlltccs (33). These moments arc, however, sometimes
induced by narrative, as when a drunken man tells about when he was thirteen and tried
to fend niT a bear. In telling his story. he is once again brought back to the time when
he brandished a knife outside his tent in the woods:
... his voice cracks and the hand
with the jack-knife in it flails above his head
as if the process or the body's changing
evl.!ry seven years had suddenly rl.!versed and speeded up

the cells returning to him that
pun.: fearlessness pure terror
haven. t you lei t it yoursci f
in whatl!ver momc.:nl
chooses you like that
a moment you thought you'd left l(m.:vcr
carrying the person you were then
like a half-tamed animal tenderly in your arms
haven't you fell yourself
surrendered to the starkness of that instant
when you become the child again (J4)
Wallace is not describing remembering the child you once were hut becoming thL· same
!carless. childlike person you once wcrl!, with all

th~:

fury and passion or thl'

remembered moment. The moment chooses you: you choose the narrative that explains
it--a narrative that will never fully articulate the event. As in "In My Mother's Favourite
Story'' and '"The Heroes You I lad as a Girl," the moments that explain the poet and her
identity arc not necessarily the neat, narrated remcmhcrcd ones hut rather the surprising.
physical involuntary ones. The explanations of the self arc nc<.:cssarily within the
chaotic, unchosen instances that rest within the gaps between explanatory words. In
''Inside Out," Wallace echoes Lucan ' s thoughts on truth in language. cited above,
because '"only speech bears witness to that portion of the powers of the past that has
been thrust aside at each

cros~;romls

where the event has made its choice" (47). The

conscious surrenders to the physical, as the unconscious enacts what is f(,rgotten and
unspoken, where unmct desire and alienation might he most prevalent. For Wallace, the
past insinuates itself into the subject's life with persistent, surprising, and unmediatcd
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f(m;c above ami beyond any language or memory available to her. yet. only with
language is

sh~:

able to

articulat~:

th~:

partial truth of the event that "has made its

or the

Former Tenant it is clear that Wallace is a

even

chnic~:."

From

th~:s~:

poems in Signs

nostalgic poet, and that

h~:r

musings on the past arc

f~tr

from retrograde. She may long

f()r her childhood or experience regret for a past that never existed, but she
simultaneously paves the way for future recollection. understanding and self-awareness
by unfixing tlw seemingly neat past. The impulse to read Freud and Lacan into
Wallace's nostalgic writing, as I have done, is open to challenge, however, considering
Wallace's own thoughts on psychoanalytical thcmy as a means towards understanding
feminist pm:tics. 111 a letter to Erin Moure, dated March 12. 1986, Wallace expresses
her concerns about psychoanalytical theory:
The real problem I have. you sec. is that I don't trust the tirst premises fof
Freudian and Laeanian theory I·

. .. Arc we then not making the same mistake

Freud makes in talking about an historical, culturally conditioned process as a
naturally inherent thing'? Ami while we're on the subject. why make Lucan and
Freud the basis or our attempts to deline women's language at all? This puts us
in the position of still accepting their definition of woman (as lack, as outside.
as repressed. as libido. as silence) even as we contest it. And why assume that
the symbolic order is phallically based to begin with? Or even sexually based?
{ 1993. 32-33)
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I do not rend \Vullace's work as an expression of longing li.lr the phallus. or l'nr the
impossible phallic mother. nor am I suggesting that we should accept any 1ll'linition or
women us lack or other. which is based on primarily male criteria. llowe\'CI', despite
Wallace's essentialist understanding or Freud and Lacan. above. it is they who ha\'e
most provocatively articulated a language-based model ol' alienation. and it is they who
have recognized the authority and the <.h:ticiencies ol' la11guage li.ll' enunciating
subjectivity. Perhaps Wallace is not bespoken hy an overwhelming. patriarchal
hegemony. but she just might be "hespokt.m" hy an always alienating language.
Wallace's poems (and in particular.
Family and Signs

or the

th~:

autobiographical poems ol' Marrying Into The

Former Tenant) articulate a previously unspoken. alienated

desire. Whether voicing her desire tv break the silence about her lcmale

l(lreh~:ars • Iives.

or regretting the loss of a true voice with which to articulate her adolescent passions.
Wallace's work articulates a decidedly

lcmale and

lcminist

nostalgia. Thus,

psychoanalytical theory, which explains the suhjcct's alienation. proves useful li.u· an
understanding

0

r her feminist.

nostalgic projccl.

Jacobus, in describing the poctry
memory.

or ··Transcendental

or Adrienne

Rich. describes women's acts

l)r

f~tudc," !'rom Rich's The Dream ol' a Common Languag~.: :

Poems 1974-1977 ( 1978), Jucobus writes that

Iwlalking

away from l.he argument I the simile that Rich

op~.:ns

means. here. patiently turning over the personal detritus of

her poem with I
m~.:mory

which

compose a woman's life ('bits or yarn, calico and vl!lvet scraps,' shdls, skeins
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of' milkweed. petunia petals. seaweed. cats' whiskers. bird feathers ... ). These

me 'the finest lindings'--the mnemonics or ol?iets trouves--in which a woman
'li nds her sci f' where she is not. Memory is less 'found· thun lubricated.
Consciousness is a patchwork rather than a seamless web. ' Such a composition
has nothing to do with eternity' or wholeness: it has to do with temporality and
fi·agmentation. {13X)
Temporality and fragmentation. whether present as the mnemonic objects of Wallace's
historical quest as in Marrying Into The Family or within the moments from the past
that resurface involuntarily and in negotiation \Vith the present. are the conditions under
which the

sul~ject--and

parti.:.:ularly a female subject--is able to lind the self. Lucan

explains the trust (however misplaced) we have in language as u means to define our
sul~jectivity

as a system which balances the scales between history and the future

because "the effect of full speech is to reorder past contingences by conlcrring on them
the sense of necessities to come. such as they arc constituted by the little freedom
through which the subject makes them present" {48). By speaking our past selves into
existence. we ensure the possibility of future self-hood. As Jacobus states, "the text of
memory is a mnemonic l{lr remaking, or making over. the past ... in which, as women,
we both lind and lose our l{lrgotten selves" (I 38). Wallace's nostalgic writing is not
retrograde hecausc. as in the writing of Adrienne Rich. she looks back and always longs
with the will to change. She makes. discards and re-makes the past. "Feminist nostalgia
looks hack:· allows Jacobus. but "not only to what feminism desires but to what it

(l~

desires different. nnw·· ( U~). Bnmwcn Wallace. in

Sl'iln:hin~

personality. linds thc tlllS\\'ers within thc ,·oiced diseon:ry

rnr lhl·

myst~..·ry

nf her

,,r th~..· ~.,·,·er-changing past hut

always with a glance towards the futun:. The past is nut

pr~..·scripliw.

,.\s \\'allal'l'

permits new mnnH:nls to resurface. she allows newly ltnmd nhjcl·ts inh1 hl·r
construction. and disco\'crs dinl:n:nl.

unspok~:n

dcsin:s wail in~ It 1

h~o.·

t'ulli Ik·d.

CHAPTER 3
Phutugn1phic Memory:
The Photo as Nostulgic Site in Mnrrying Into The FnmiiY and wrhc Scuba Diver

in

l~cpusc"

A paradox: the same century invented llistory and Photography.

Roland Barthes Camera Lucida. (C) 3)
hut when you're so framed. caught in the act. the (f) stop of act. fact-what recourse'! Step inside the picture and open it up.
Daphne Marlatt /\na llistoric. (56)

In her lirst L'ollection

or poems.

Marrving Into The Fmnilv (1980). Bronwen

Wallace searches for a historical narrativc with which to identil)' herself--a history that
includcs lcmalc ancestors exercising control o\·er their li\·es. Memory plays an integral
mlc in her scarch despite its ambiguous relationship with the stabilizing nature of
historical narration. In "Jktm.:cn Memory and llistory: l.es l.h·ux de Memoire," Pierre
Nora considers modern mcmory dcpendcnt upon the material truce:
is

cxp~:ricnced

cxtcrior

··1 tjhe

less memory

from the inside:· Nora points out. "the more it exists only through its

s~:all(llding

and outward signs--hence the obsession with thc archive that marks

nur age .. (I J ). <>ne partictllarly potent memory prompt and an archival staple is the
photograph. Not surprisingly. Wallace often evokes the history and memory of her
li.:malc fnrehears in Marrving Into The Familv by studying photographs of them.
llm\~.:n~r. th~.:

photograph. like a narrative. yields only partial mnemonic or historical

truths ... ITih~.: photograph is

11ot

signilicantly more transparent than the language

liuni ly StlH'ies:· states Eric Savoy in "The /\ntcccdcnts

or [t:

or

1\ Poetics or Absence ...

.. , Dl~·spit~· its status as a concrete object. a 'piece· of a lost world ... the guzc cannot

(l-l

penetrate to the reality 'behind' the image" (9J). Thus. \\'allac..:'s plllltographic imag..:ry
operates as a

~ign

of the ambiguous knowlcdg..: sh..: has

or the past when attempting her

historic. mm:monic return home . As Patricia I Jolland points out in ··1 listmy. 1\-kmory
and the Family Album:· her introduction to Fmnilv Snaps: The 1\.J..:anings nl' Domestic
Photographv ( 1991 ). "ldlrcmns of home and n nccd for hclonging comc up against thc
conflicts and fragmentations of

l~tmily

history" (I). Photographs might prescnt a past

worthy of rememhranc~.: while at the same time evoking contradictory lllL'Illllrics to thL'
images they J... rcst.:nl. For Wallace. this is

c~.:rtainly

the case.

Traditionally. women have been responsible li.lr maintaining the holllL' and
perpetuating it through narratives or liunily history. \Vht.:n recounting the history

or her

female lixbears through her usc of photographic imagery. Wallace 111aintains this
tradition while re-visioning and re-l(tshioning the past to include a pL·rsonally valid
women's history. llolland asserts that the 1;unily album "underlines the ways in which
home remains [women's I particular sphere.. (9 ).

Wom~.:n ~.:xp~.:rience

autonomy with i11

this sphere. since ''it is largely they who haw become the historians. the guardians or
memory. selecting and preserving the liunily archive.

Th~.:

continuity or women's storit.:s

has always been harder to reconstruct. but here. the affirmation or tht.: everyday can
itself reassert

th~:

coherence of wom~.:n ·s memories"

(9).

Within the same volume. <'laire

Grey and Jeremy SL·abrook conlirm women· s traditional roll: in photograph il: 1;1111 ily
history: In "Theories of Relativity:· (ircy states that women arc the keepers or family
history. As Cirey and her female cousin trace their lineage through

th~.:ir

older f(;nwle
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relatives, they lind that women "look after the photo albums, birthday books. family
Bibles. jewellery. newspaper cuttings, letters, pieces of china: they write on the backs
of photographs: they know the stories" (I 07). Similarly. in '"My Life Is In That Box •.,.

Seabrook considers the photo an ..amplification" of the biography or story: "rt]he
narratives nearly always Iilii within the competence of women. Even when the family
photographs ceased to he professional and studio-bound. and became a do-it-yourself
activity, it was the men who took the pictures. while the women remained custodians
of the feelings" ( 172). As discussed in the previous chapters. Wallace cdebrates
women's capacity to clicit change or cxcrcisc control within the ltu·ger. patriarchal social
structure. One way of doing so is through maintaining the images the family chooses
to present of itself' and ordering them for future reference. In other words. women play
an integral role in preserving the
tl1e

l~unily.

l~tmily

structure despite their limited position within

For example, in Greek mythology. Odysseus· wile. Penelope. remained at

home during his ten-year odyssey. seemingly powerless to help him. However. his
clmrmed existence is of'tcn attributed to the never-broken thread she used to weave and
unweave her tapcstry. Thus. she maintained a spell over Odysseus to bring him safely
home. literally ncver allowing his home-tic to break. For Wallace, the safe return home
is the unbroken thread of' the stories women--herself included--tell. Their continuation
is pcrpctuutcd by the photographs shc maintains. cherishes and reinvest:, with narrative.
llowcvcr. unlike llollaml's assertion that photographs reaffirm women's memories.
\\'alla~:c

finds that the history they maintain is not always congruous with the memories
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she is trying to evoke. As Annette Kuhn points out in .. Remembrance'' (Familv Snaps).
photos ..evoke memories which might have litth: or nothing to do with what is actually
in the picture. The photograph is a prop. a prompt. a

pre-t~xt:

it sets the scene for

recollection. But if a photograph is somewhat contingent in the process ol' memoryproduction. what is the status ol' the memories actually produced'!" ( 1X). The mcmorks
that photos attempt to capture arc carefully chosen. aml their status is. thcrcfim:.
circumspect. The manner in which the photograph fhuncs and
is exclusionary. Photographs offer a doorway into

cont~:xtualizes

rctri~:ving

the past

a past. though

th~o•

sanctioned picture is even more controlled than the sanctioned memory or story. To
emphasise her own narrative control over her historical home. Wallace looks to and
"behind the photograph" (as one poem is aptly titled). As Kertzer points out in
"Bronwen Wallace: 'The Stubborn Arguments ol' the Particular," photos "preserve hut
also frame the past in order to render it intelligible" (X2). What makes them useful fi11·
fixing the past also makes them useful li>r Wallace to unfix it when sht: questions the
past they represent. In Marrying Into the Family. she explores the complexities

or the

interplay between photos' parudox. Photographs arc potent sites li.>r nostalgic recall
because Wallace is able to invest them with the contradictions ol' history ami memory;
they at once promote nostalgia and deny her entry into a valid female anct·stry.
In poems such as "Old Photographs'' (49), "'Dark Fields" (59), "Behind the
Photograph" (62-64 ). und '"Gelling Down to It"' (75 -76) Wallace continues to negotiate
her historical home, us revealed or denit:tl hy liunily photographs. In "Prolih.:" ((>7-Mq,
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"On a Country Road .. (7K), and "Family Portrait"" (KO). she looks at a more recent
fhmilial history and her role in its continuance through the production and preservation
or photographic images. If picture-taking defines and frames the subject. family
portraiture is especially useful in defining the family and. consequently. the home.
llolland argucs that fiunily photos, such as wedding pictures. formal portraits. and those
taken during fcstive holidays. embrace certain conventions and "give enormous
pleasure. partly because their lhmiliar structure is able to contain the tension between
the longed-for ideal and the ambivalence or lived experience" ( 4). Family albums
"construct their own versions or finnily history. in negotiation with the ideal.'' The
realities of sickness. abuse. divorce or nonconftm11ing family members "arc suppressed,
if only f(>r the split second that the shutter is open .. (7). /\s Susan Sontag points out in
On Photography ( 1973 ). "photographs give people an imaginary possession of a past
that is unreal. I and I help people to take possession of space in which they arc insecure..
(9).

Wallace possesses u pictorial. but conflicted. family where memory, narrative and

photographic proof fl1il to illuminate a comprehensive truth. Anyone who poses a threat
to the already insecure group identity is not included within the f'amily framc(work) or
is shown to he contradictory to Wallace's memory. In Marrying, as discussed in chapter
one. gn:at aunts. timid wives or unsavoury characters arc arranged on the edges of the
fhmily. visually and ligumtivcly. Because llunily photos ''readily lend themselves to a
licensed nostalgia"

(S~o:abrook

179). they do not lend themselves easily to Wallace' s

pndic rc\'ision of her historical home. They often prove a past that she can neither

remember nor celebrate. They present thdr ll\\'n sanctioned and highly sdcctiw \'ersilln
of a specific reality that is deemed worthy of remembrance. \Vhcre the archivist-pill'!
is called upon to order and preserve the pictorial past and reveal its cohesi\'e story. lhl'
reality behind those fuels becomes lost narrative. In the photograph. \Vallace linds a
way to enact the tension between sanctioned history and its contradictory 11\lll.:monic
testimony: when cracking into the literal and liguratin: darkness of the photographic
past, she cracks into the fissures of history and memory.
In '"Old Photographs.. (49) Wallace hegins her

L~xploration

of photographic

memory in Marrying with the realization that family space (and subsequent

l~unily

history) is often defined by the inexplicable photographs krt lin· future generations. "1'111
told the cfTcct is merely technical I something to do with shutter speeds I and the

sii'.l~

of the lens:· she gives as explanation ror thl.! starched stance or the children and the slil'l'
poses of the adults in old photographs. The primitive technology of photography.
however.
. . . docs not explain the eyes
how the calm there is repeated
in the sure tilt of a chin
in th•.: way hands lie
loosely folded in the lap
unti I each figure emerges
as if curved from the furniture
and rounded by the room
where these photographs take plac<:
The poet has no accompanying narrative with which to n.:solve the disparity bet ween
the formality of the photograph ami the serenity of the family captured. Instead,
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Wallace must read and write her own narratives into the images. of which "Old
Photographs" is merely the lirst example, to understand her precursors. Here, the story
she

l~thricatcs

is both a temporal rcl"ruming aud a rel"raming of designated spatial

boundaries. The room is not a mere selling for the portrait: it also provides an internal
frarm:work li1r the

f~unily.

The room where the photographs arc taken houses weddings.

holidays and wakes, but it also houses, and therefore frames. acceptable photographic
vcr:-;ions of the family itsciC since

"'l~unily

portraits I line the walls and cluster on little

table:-;.'' This family room reflects accepted people and memories back into itsell: with
"'each generation stil'lcning I for the obligatory photograph." Ancestors arc placed within
a :-;cries of :-;pacio-tcmporal frames that mirror an acceptable. but not necessarily true,
pictorial history. Wallace· s liunily portraiture displays an idealization of the family and
functions a:-; a distorted mirror with which the lhmily delincs its space.
Kuhn ohservcs that photographs allow the family to actively create itself (23).
Photos construct a visual site for liunily memories when they ··capture all those
moments we wi II someday want to treasure. call to mind, tell stories about" (25). The
present is. therefore. co-opted as the ''past-in-the-future,'' or "nostalgia-in-prospect,"
producing answers to our "dcsin:s hingcing Isic I on a particular kind of story--a family
story with its own limns of plenitude" (25). In '"Old Photographs,'' the families of
\Vallacc. s past st i flly and formally organize themselves lor future onlookers. presenting
a happy lhmt. a hrave

fa\;~

and a proper past l()r future generations to long for and

emulate. Family photographs hook into desires lor a time and a place that never existed
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but can nonetheless be proven and

posscssl~ll.

Thus. photos act as pmwrful sites fur

nostalgia: they ensure necessarily regretful longing.
Wallace's nostalgia is not supcrlicial. ho\wver. and in "Old Photographs" she
questions the proof' these slices

or the past provide:

was it the slow closing of the shutter
that held them
staring beyond the camern
did they notice its blink
OJ' \VUS it the room itself
that pressed into their limbs
gathered itsel r
behind the calm and open eyes
The family is held. Jixcd and possess\.!d hy both spatial and temporal n\.!lworks that
seemingly deny any re-working or r\.!-reading of family history. Hut her attempts to
settle upon a personally valid past or situate herself within an already anchored version
provide Wallace with only unanswerl.!d questions. Iter predecessors stiffened out of
obligation to the

future~

they were bound by duty to the

l~unily

whose designated space

carves them into shape or presses into their limbs. The (trans)lixed

l~unily

or past. like

the fenced-in land owned hy her forefathers. docs not speak to Wallace of the
relationships woven through them. The photograph. whether of a

l~unily

or not. is a

piece of the past that alters the future viewing and memory of the past. Sontag holds
that ··rtlilc is not about significant details. illuminated a llash lsicl, fixed l<1rcvcr.
Photographs arc'' (81 ).That we look for the past in pictorial archives is the paradox of
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historicul method; Wullace's antidote to the purudox is her insistent rc-visioning and rcimagining of the past, using photographs as her mnemonic prompt.
The photograph (as Marlatt says in the epigraph to this chapter) is the (I) stop-the ntct stop, the lixed act, the (f)act. Wallace unlixes the photograph by animating it
with her narrative, and ..Old Photographs" asks the question that begins this process in
her writing: was it the closing shutter or the liunily room that led to the calmness in the
eyes of her ancestors? The artificial stance of the family snapshot is undercut by the
inexplicable.

Wallace

re-activates the past and constructs meanings

from the

photographic sites where sanctioned liunily narrative and nostalgia traditionally render
it motionless. In Camera Lucida

(I 9H I),

Roland Barthes divides photographs into two

components: the .1'/udium represents the nameable meanings of a picture, which arc
constructed from socially and culturally determined criteria. In Wallace's photographic
imagery. an example is the repetition of poses from one generation to the next or the
incongruity between the photo and the memory undercutting it. The studium may be
subtle. ironic or unintentional. but nonetheless. it speaks to an audience. Barthes' second
component is the fJI/llctum. which he describes as "that accident which pricks me (but
also bruises me. is poignant to me)" (27). Unlike the studium, the punctum is only
p~rsonally

relevant and is less likely to arise from all photographs. For Wallace, whose

project is to discover personally valid. female ancestry. the punc/1/m or family
pmtraiturc

instigat~s

questions about her llunilial past. allowing her to construct an

authcnt ic linn i ly of female IC.1rcbears out

or

the fragmented, partial answers she
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lubricates. Wallace'spwu.:ttmt in ··otd Photographs" is th~: quality or h~:r ancestors' eyL'S
for which she has no explanation. In exploring the boundaries and

allowam.:~:s

nl'

lamilial photographic space. Wallace explores the boundaries and allowances or liunily
history.
In chapter one. I discussed Wallace's historical return home through the
mnemonic reconstruction of her great aunts. For her photographic. mnemonic narrative.
she looks to her grandmother for answers in "Dark Fields"

(59)

and "lkhind thL·

Photograph" (62-4). In the photos of her grandmother Wallace looks into cracks and
recesses of memory and into the darkness of the photograph for the reality behind the
sanctioned proof of her grandmother's lite. Thus. she n:alizes moments or

re~:ognition

within the boundaries of family images that would not lie obviously within the m:ccptcd
(picture) frame. When viewing pictmes of' her grandmother. Wallace is brought up
against the contradictions of memory.

l~unily

legend and photographic lttct. and slu:

buttresses her return home with the larger picture she envisions from these scemingly
disparate fragments.
In ''Dark Fields.. Wallace looks at the photo of' her grandmother. sitting
straight chair.
her skirts stiffening the crippled leg
which I never sec although
it is always there
after the accident with the horse
who never appears at all
is legendary
like my grandmother's skill with him

111 :t
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The poet knows of the crippled leg only through memory and legend; this leg is not
photographed und is present only by its flagrant absence. The photo of the heavy
woman in a chair is in direct conflict with the legend of the woman's horsemanship.
The absence of pictorial reminders of the horse or the woman· s skill with him implies
their inuppropriatc status within the family. Wallace, however, resurrects her
gr:.mdmother's legendary status out of the only photographic, mnemonic with which she
is provided. Despite the exclusion of certain people or events from family photographs,
Wallace takes on the truditional role or "memory keeper,'' by remembering what is not
apparent at lirst glance.
I fer grandmother is similarly conllicted in "Behind the Photograph'':
There's this photo of my grandmother at 25
in an elaborate hat of creamy satin
with a great dark feather that lifts
almost as proudly as the prolile beneath it
the tilted chin and sweep or rich black hair (62)
While more detailed, this description is comparable to that in ··oark Fields," depicting
a similarly t<.mnal pose. Wallace's memories of her grandmother arc likewise
contradictory to the image photographed:
ull that I know or this woman
her lltmous skill with horses
her grace m; a dancer distills here
in whut could he
the cover t<.1r a novel (62)
The recollection or narrative is distilled into an image--a portrait that sends the
appropriate face into the future, yet it is inappropriate for Wallace's nostalgic project.
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Finally. Wallace finds a further contradiction. for instead of th~: proud fonnality of h~:r
gnmdmother at twenty-live. she sees "the lilt uld woman I of the last photographs I
defeated

eyes turneu I fi·01n the man beside her Iher husband I" ((lJ ). This. too. has

little relation to the stories Wallace has heard.

ror

the npprcssi\'e husband her

grandmother averts her eyes fi·01n in the pictures "began their marriage spending I all
the wedding money on an opal ring" (62). in a romantic gesture

or love.

In both "Dark Fields" and .. Behind the Photograph" Wallac.: inf"ers a reality that
her mnemonic narrative insinuates into the pictures

or her

grandmother. The "dark

ticlds'' or the so-entitled poem arc the expanses or black space within the photographic
negatives. She cannot sec the legem! in the photo,
but I keep holding the negatives
at di ITcrcnt unglcs to the Iight
squinting my eyes
for a glimpse of our white ligures
galloping toward each other
over the dark fields (59)
Only within the negative--the literal negative and the narrative dark--can W<JIIacc lind
an independent, deliant, galloping grandmother. Furthering her identi lication with this
particular legend, Wallace also places herself within the negative. galloping toward the
version of the woman she visually constructs, contrary to what is w.:lually, visihl y
available to her. The lwo women, separated hy two generations, rush toward one
another, as Wallace attempts to lay claim to a traditionally ignored history. IIL:r
grandmother's skills arc figuratively in darkness hccausc they arc undocumented and
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unphotographctl, which explains Wallace's success in locating her within the shadows
of the negative. Paradoxically. her positive example of lcmale ancestry is located in her
lithrication

or the contrasting.

negative

or pcrmissihle

fumily imugcs.

Wallace draws a similar route towards recognition in ''Behind the Photograph:·
in which she attempts to reconcile the photograph with the story. /\gain, the poet finds
her point of reconciliation within the shadows of the story and image. but here Wallace
identi lies with her grandmother in a llHlment of del cal. not triumph . Shi fling away from
the photo of the older woman. Wallace recalls a trip lo the beach with her father.
where beneath the dunes
he loft! me a hotel was buried
and all day I spcnt
digging cxpL·ctant that any moment
my sho\'cl would strikc stonc (63)
The poet as a child digs in a chi Idish attempt to uncover the truth behind the legend.
Similarly.
lights of gn:cn and amber
glow like secrets in thc opal
my grandmother len
well-kept promises that keep me
si fling the stories
the photographs f(lr something
I'm supposed to lind (63)
The six-year old archm:ologist makes way li.1r the adult truth-seeker. for WaJJucc looks
beneath the surliK'c of the sand. or into the glowing secrets of the important opal
wedding ring--symbol or love and. later. of stubbornness--searching the past f(u clues
to a truth only hinted at from memory. and absent from any photo. As Kcrtzcr observes,

7h
''the

k~y

to I\Vallacc'sl truth is ligurr..:d by the nutch that the pictures

Fields" or

hcr~l

1~.-·ith~.-·r

in "J>ark

sysh.:matically litil tn n:cord .. (lQ):

in every photograph its absence
a stat~mcnt lik~ the straight set
or th~ should~rs the almost can:Jcss way
the hands arc folded
gestures that move
out from behind the photograph
to frame it another way
like the gestur~s I leave out
in my m:.!mory of wet sand
tears and my rather calling me lwnH.: ((14)
Kertzer continues that "the complexity of' I'W'allace'slll.·clings is

cxpr~.-·sscd.

not just h.\'

what the photo includes and not just by what it exdmh:s. hut hy the interplay of' th1.·
two: by the f(Jrceful exclusion of what

Wallac~..:'s

own mcmot")' insinuates hal'k into

th~.-·

picture'' (R2). Kcrtzer also characterizes the grandmother as one of many ··sclf-l'rt:tcing''
women in Wallace's poetr)-

(th~

maiden aunts anw11g them). whose crutd1 is "all

ambiguous sign of self-reliance. of rdiance on others. and or litilt1rc

to

lind support"

(83). Kcrtzcr considers the ahscnt prcs~:ncc ol' the crutch a sign of' Wallm:c's fragile

position as granddaughter and poet. since she herself n:peats the prm:ess or look i11g liu·
answers where they cannot lie: as a child. a legend

invite~

her lo search t'or a hold that

doesn't exist: as an adult. the photograph "invites her into. yd hars her f'rom. a
community of women." Kertzcr continm:s:
Finding the truth is not just a matter of passively cxam111111g an 1111agc. or of'
actively writing down whal hud ht:en repressed. The shirt in imagery from fixed
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photo to •wet sand' suggests the plasticity
Wlwther the medium

or understanding

or the 'what" and the '\vherc. or truth.

is photography. memory or poetry, it is

a m:cessary hut flawed agent. Thc problem is not that Wallace

f~tils

to

comprehend everything. hut that every act of memory is a refhuning ('to frame
it in another way"). Memory rctrie\'CS what had heen repressed. but only by
resituating the frame in a new configuration that must again 'leave out' details.

('!early Wallace's search into her
up against the very

pitf~tlls

l~unily

history through photographic imagery sets her

of memory and against nostalgic reminiscences in particular.

The photo. like the recollection. is determined by the

so~.:ial

and cultural framework

surrounding it: the photo. like memory. is about exclusion ns much as inclusion. The
constant interplay between what is present and what is absent reveals more than
anything else: where the photograph discloses and simultaneously suppresses vanous
\'cr:-;ions of the truth. a dearer understanding of the '"whole picturl!.. might be possible,
and the invitation to future interpretation is always open. Furthermore. the photo might
he considered a potent example of \\'hat Nora refers to as a lieu de memoire--a site or
sign which exists only through the interplay between history and memory: the
photog mph d\lCUments history. but c\'okcs memory. neither of which can be truly fixed.
/ .it'll.\"

de 1//(imoire ar~

dependent upon the \Viii to remember. and arc therefore invested

\\'ith all the contradictions hish>ry und memory struggle against. They can exist '"because
of their capacity fi.>r metamorphosis. an endless recycling of their meaning and an

7S
unpredictable prolilcration or thdr ramilications.. {19). Wall·.\cC. s pictnria\ hislnry ckarly
functions in such a capacity. forcing her to remember penph: and en:nts contrary In
their h:ft-ovcr imagcs. and constantly to recnnsidcr the past it n.:prL'SL'nts. l.h·u.r de
Memoire escape from history. since their meanings arc in perpl.'ltml llux and tkpcndcnt

upon the socio-cultural backdrop in which tlwy an: \'icwcd. Thus the photograph. :1s a
site of memory. "is double: a site of excess dosed upon itsL·II'. concentrated in its o\\'n
name, but also rorever open to the full range or its possible signifkations" (Nora

~·1).

For Wallace. the photo's simultaneous invitation and tknial into the past creates its over
determination as a site or nostalgia. and a powerful sign or the rcgn·tful nostalgia
particularly experienced by women.
Kerlzer situates Wallace within inlirmity and considers her work a repdition ol'
her grandmother's accession to male authority. Kerti'.er suggests that "I p lcrhaps her

pL'Il

is her crutch. since it sustains her yet is also the instrument insnihing her infirmity"
(83). llowcvcr.

if this is the case. Wallace contin\1\.:s to support hersL:\1. with it. and she

continues to rely upon photographic imagery and the partial truths tlu:y provide in her
mnemonic archaeological ddving throughout Marrying. In ..( il!lting Down To It ' (756), she returns ttgain to the yellowing photographs

or aunts. cousins and grandmothers:

··1 search their faces I for clues messages I lind only my own hu.:c :mticipatcd" (75 ). The

pictures arc silent and do not disclose the truth
for the photos

Walla<.:~.:

looks fi1r f'rom

h~.:r

arH.:cstors,
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arc not their gifts

they did not choose these postures
these angles of sunlight
did not even imagine me here
waiting behind the photographer (75)
For Wallace, the pictures revcnl little of her forebears· lives: they arc opaque remnants

oi' a frozen. purposeful moment. The accidental detritus, the "things tossed up I from
the daily clutter," such as jewellery, china or recipes an.; more useful for her purposes
(75 ). These objects evoke old stories and instigate new ones. or sometimes they remain
without continuous narrative, with "each repetition shaping them I to other people's
memories I so that only the things remain I arbitrary . . .'' (76). In "Old Photographs,''
"Dark Fields..

aJH.I

"Behind the Photograph," Wallace realizes moments of truth where

she imposes her own meanings onto the images from the past. 1-Icre. however, the
photograph evokes similar emptiness to the stray objects.
without story or memory
to round them out
flat as the blank f~1ces
the arranged poses
as silent as the bones
I can· t sec in the photographs
though they remain somewhen: and
this cup a great-grandmother used
the jars or plum jam ill my cellar
renmsn
all I have
to go by (76)
Fur every memory or story conjured up by r photographic image of the past, there arc
many more that remain immersed beneath the vacant. sepia-toned eyes. Perhaps this

so
accounts for Kertzcr's pessimistic \'iew

or \\'allm;c's mncnHmil:. archaeological

pro.krt.

However. as discussed in the previous chapter. Wallace's nostalgia inspires future
change. If Wullace is unable to recover the lives of her 1\:malc am:cstors from the
objects. stories and photogmphs handed down to her. the nutromL' is

l~tr

from del\:atL·d

complacence. Even Kertzcr admits that "I tjhc word that hest sums up I Wallace 'slmoral
attitude is •stubborn. · a tough determination that recurs in her work and is usually
associated with women and the past" (X6). Marrying Into The Family is mL·rcly
Wallace's first venture into the recovery of an orten woumlcd. wonum-ccntrcd homL'.
and she invests photographs with the prohh.:ms of such an cndenvour.
Wallace cannot lind what she helievl.!s she is supposed to lind in the photographs
or narratives available to her: instead she discovers accidental truths and inL'Xplicahlc
mnemonic, narrative fragments. Perhaps within lhc silence. the ahs~.:m:c and thl.! shadows
she n:cognizcs what she is not suppo.\·ed to lind. namely the hidden truth behind her
grandmother's life. If silence nrtcrs answers to the question of suhj~.:ctivity in

discnurs~.:,

negative dark space provides meaning within the photograph. Mme importantly.
however. is the interplay between the two,

whcr~.:

where light and shadow meet. Similarly, in a

language and silence interact. or

drug-induc~.:d

revelation, <iail Scott's

central figure concludes that a womtm's survival is similar to the
where she ·:just has to pick the fJ/w:e in it where
(reality) are combined in the

quite (/ star/eel

lau~hin~)

ri~ht

symhesis

t~/'ligltl

socially m:ceptahle"

ni~llt

ncgativ~.:

or a photo,

(her cleefJ£•s/ self) am/

am/ dark .fiw her.

(lleroim:

177).

/~·,,ell

tlc~J'

if it·.,. 11o1

For a 111orc
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comprehensive and truthful image of the past. Wallael.! must account lor its negative--its
hidden picturl.!s--and only then is she able to discern the ··right synthesis" of a
personally relevant past and a picture-perfect. sanctioned history.
When l.!mbarking on any historical inquiry, onl.! is bound to lind that the past is.
111

many ways. irrctril!vably lost. Wallace animates the past with her mnemonic,

historh.:al narrative but is still unable to

rccov~:r

fully that which is dead. The

photograph. as a sitdsign of a rcgrl.!lful past. is thus invested with all the pathos of
mortality. Roland Barthes characterizes "the melancholy of Photography itsclr' in
( 'amcra l.ucida ( 19R I). when hi.! relates its intrinsic connection to the mortality of its
sul~ject.

Always referring to a n.:ality that has been. "the photograph suggests that !the

photographic

su~jcctJ

is already dead" (Barthes 79). In On Photogmphy ( I 973), Susan

Sontag takes photography's melancholic quality one step further:
It is a nostalgic time right now. and photographs actively promote nostalgia.

Photography is an elegiac art. u twilight art. Most subjects photographed arc, just
by virtue of being photographed. touched with pathos.. . . All photographs arc
meme111o mori.

To take a photograph is to participate in another person' s (or

thing's) mortality. vulnerability, mutability. Precisely by slicing out this moment
and freezing it. all photographs testify to time' s relentless melt. ( 15)
Sontag docs not. howc\'er. consider the basis of photography's nostalgic tendencies
purdy in terms of its status as an elegiac art. for the photo ·•is also an invitation to

sentimentality ... She continues to argue that photos "turn the past into an object of

l.l,_

.....

lender regard. scrambling moral distinctions and disarming historil:al judgn11:nts by the
generalized pathos of looking at time past" (71). Some of the pwhlcms
have when looking to

th~o:

\Valla~.:c

might

pictured past or the photographs in Marrying Into The Family

arise because photos. by nature. del)' critical analysis hy rcprcscnting a scntimcntal.
elegiac version or the past.
In her last three .. photograph" poems Wallucc inwsts her family photographs
with some of the pathos Barthes and Sontag describe. In "Prolilc" ((,7-M\l she divides
pictures between those or the living and those of the

d~:ad.

"move differently" in their photographs. dcspil<.: their

The

d~:ad.

ass<.:rts Wallace.

lix~:d pos~:s (Cl7) . "Th~:

living

swim through their photographs /like lish." and ar<.: not as contained by thc stabilizing
imngcs of them. but
. . . the dend
retreat behind their frozen attitudes
and the yellowing surfaces cloud
with their wishes
their unlinished business (6 7)
Here. the poet relates the hazards of the photo arc hi vc 1<11· her nostalgic

proj~:ct.

The

lixcd status of a photo, and particularly one of the unremembered or unspoken-of'
deceased, denies entry into the past, as shown in previously discussed poems. llowever,
in "Profile" the forgotten moment is Wallace's impetus ;:or animating the picture. When
studying pictures of the dead, the unanswerable question or unmcl tk:sires--thc regrl!lful
pathos--they imply signify the repressed, perhaps darker, memories only hinted at. We
study them
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till we become like the man
who sorts through photographs
of someone he once loved
and is held not by the ones
that catch her f'ull-l[lced to the camera
hut the tentative profile
where the pattern
of shadows on her face and the \'vay
her hair f~llls through them
imply a movement so hesitant
he cannot remember
which way she tmned
when the shutter
reopened (67-6X)
For Wallace. the mystery of the past is once again located within the shadows of the
photograph. The tentative profile of the photographed subject signifies the hesitant
movement of the actual moment cupturcd and also something more difficult to fix: the
memory. the identity. and necessarily. the subjectivity of the person pictured. The
sul~ject

of photography is no more fixed than the subject defined through discourse,

when language me rei y li lis the empty space of silence. If the mystery of personality Iies
within the interaction between the conscious and the unconscious, the mystery of the
photograplL·d subject lies within the ambiguity between illuminated and shadowed
space: if language attests to the possibility o f communicating one's identity,
photography suggests the possibility of capturing it. There always remains the actual
inability of photography to secure

su~jectivity.

however. and thus, the inherent regret

of photography is revealed. The melancholic mortality of the photographic site invests
any photograph with nostalgia: the regretful

lon~ing

implied by pictures of the deceased

(whether from their flat. staring eyes or from our own imposition of pathos upon them)
ensures Walluct: 's nostalgic enterprise will he an ongoing negotiation with the past.
Her own compliance with and resistance to the ··nostalgia-in-the future"
photographs promote is apparent in the poems .. On a Country Road" (7X) and .. Family
Portrait'' (80). In the former. Wallace describes thi.!

ol~jcct i lie at ion

she

~::\pcricnccs

from

being photographed and lixed into place. The immediacy of th~: moment when her child
and husband run ahcud of her on a country road is captured in the blurred linality of
a photograph: ..A camera clicks us I into place:·

scparat~:s th~:

adion from

th~:

captun..:d

image of it and .. transforms our gcstmcs" into something almost unrecognizable. 1\n
instantanc..·ous. joyful. and

activ~:

moment or

th~:

present becomes

li:\~:d

aud thus

separated from lived experience:
and ten seconds later
we emerge
attitudes on 3 x 3
In the foreground
slightly blurred
a small boy smiling
atop a man's slim shoulders
behind them
the ligurc of a woman
face shaded
by the outstretched arms
If the action and its stabilization arc separated by the two lint: stanza or the camera
clicking her into place, her subjectivity and objectivity arc as well. 1/er triumphant son,
riding on his luther's shoulders arc cuplurcd only as a small hoy riding on thl! shouldl!IS
of a man. And Wullacc · s own cries or caution lo her husband and child arl!
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photographically fixed as merely the blurry shape of a woman, whose face is shadowed
by the reaching arms hei(Jre her.
In "Family Portrait" (80) , Wallace recognizes a similar risk in the photograph's
ability to

ol~jectify

its subjects: "It begins with my brother's gilt I of an old picture

frame," that instigati.!S a formal rami ly portrait. Her husband is "suddenly unsmiling,"
she smooths "thl.! folds of Iher I long skirt" and grows "dreamy under the brim of an
elaborate hat," and her son "tugs at the wide how I scratching under his chin." The
photograph is not a candid shot of the family in their everyday clothes, acting "natural.''
lnsll..:ad, Wallacl! herself conlorms to the tradition of

l~tmily

portraiture and plnys her

role in the family's photographic continuance into the future:
we sti ITcn and recede into sepia
app~.:ar again above our fireplace
among the other ancestral photographs
yellowing on the mantle
staring down on our present selves
As discussed. in "Old Photographs." Wallace describes the family room where the
l~unily

assembles lor important events and where acceptable photographic images of

themsclv~.:s

reflect back into the room. In ''Family Portrait,'' she describes her own

participation in this ritual and tints it with the sepia-toned melancholy of mortality. She
and her

l~unily

d~.:ccased

"stiffen," "rccl.!lh::· and me akin to the yellowing pictures of the already

upon the mantle place.

llowcvcr. in describing her own ohjecti lication hy the camera lens. she also
implies the force by which her ancestors have been lixed and shaped by the process that
claims to capture a moment in time:
daily we grow less tluniliar
our faces vaguely reminiscent
of lltces we think we remc.·mher
but assumed were dead
laces we have never seen
emerging at last
from the bone camera
behind our eyes
Wallace suggests the mortality orthl! photo with the image.! of "the hom: camera" behind
the eyes. which is present in both the photos of her ancestors and in those of herscl r
and her family. Photographs arc often attributed with stealing a littk piece of the person
so captured: they arc a slice of reality. Sontag characterizes the photograph as "a trace.
something directly stcncill!d Isic I oiT the real. like.! a l{Hltprint or a death mask" ( 154 ).
Barthes echoes this when he considers photography "a kind of primitiv~.: theatre, a kind
of Tahleau Vivant, a figuration of the motionless and made-up fitcc beneath which we
sec the dead'' (32). The laces Wallace scl!s emerging from the photographs (of' herself'
and her ancestors) arc the

l~tccs

of the dead; they can only hint at their lives, their

regrets and their desires out of the "bone camera'' behind their eyes. They arc
guamntors of time's passing. of the instability
potency as a nostalgic tool.

or the suhjec:.:t

and

or the

photograph's
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Wallace continues to usc photographic imagery throughout her work after
Marrying Into The hunily. In Signs of the Former Tenant, she invites us to envision
a kitchen as a still-shot from a lilm in the poem ''Freeze Frame" (45-4 7). In Common
Magic ( 19H5) her son recreates the past through photographs in "My Son is Learning
to Invent"' {17-19). In "Jeremy at Ten'' (82-84), Wallace reconsiders her own
subjectivity from a photo ol'hersclf und her son, echoing her lindings in Marrying's "On
a Country Road": "Disguised as mother and son I we could be anybody's,'' she
discovers. "ITihat's what photographs uo. I they ucliver us from ourselves I from the
darkness their images uepenu upon'' (H2). And in the last volume of poetry publisheu
before IH:r death, The Stubborn Particulars of Grace ( 1987). Wallace entitles Part Ill of
the poem "Intervals" (59-68) "ECU : On the .lob." ECU. or Extreme Close Up, is a
cinematographer's term. Photographic imagery clearly plays an ongoing role in
Wallace's writing, but nowhere at'ter Marrying Into The Family is it as integral to the
story as it is in "The Scuba Diver in Repose'' (171-92), the final story of People You ' d
Trust Your Life To (I 991 ). where Wallace draws the mortality of the

su~jcct

and the

power of the photographic, nostalgic site together to facilitate a conclusion that reaches
towards the future and not to the past.
In ''The Scuba Diver in Repose" Wallace enacts what Mary Jacobus might
consider a decidedly feminist nostalgia. lor .Jill. the story's mirrator, shifts from telling
the story of her painful past to describing her present condition. The immediacy with
which .!ill tells her linn! visions into hcing makes way lor the future as she shifts from

regret for the past to a future of possibility . .Jill narrates her own thi)story. but shl' also
photographs it. Thus. she is not only a reader and tclkr of history. but also a rl·mkr and
creator of the photographic proof of that history. Finally . .Jill destroys photographs and
the history they represent to make way for new creations and readings in the futurl'.
Roland Barthes C(msiders the photograph "a certain but fugitiw testimony" of thl' past
(93) that attests to history while simultaneously hdng torn from tl·mporal nwvcment.

The photo is one of Nora' s double-encoded lieux de IIIL;moire: it is a

slie~:

of past reality

that holds signilicance in the present: it is a site for recollection that ol'ten proves
contradictory to the past; it conlirms the suhjcct'scxistcnce while investing her/him with
the pathos of mortality. In "The Scuba Diver in Repose," Wallace presents these
contradictory traits of photography. Jill. as a creator. reader and

d~:stroyer

of pictmes,

is a fugitive historian. Through the act of photographing she learns to pay altention to
and envision the world around her in a new way--with irnmc.:diacy, urgency. and
therefore always towards the possibility of changc in the future . .Jill journeys from her
nostalgic regret to a state of conscious. present awareness through the recovery of'
photography as her medium liJr narration. but only hy first working through
photographic nostalgia--and nostalgia of photography--to reach such a point.
".Jimmie had been dead ubout six months whcn I ripped up all the photos," .fill
begins her story ( 171 ). explaining that she "wantcd to obliterate everything, all the
evidence.. ( 172). After destroying all photographil: proof and divesting hcrsclf of' all of'
Jimmie's possessions, she .. l'clt great for a while. Several weeks. in fact. But .limmil:
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was still Jeml'' ( 173 ). Wallace sets the story up with the interconnected relationship
between photos and mortality by introducing .limmir's death. Jill's relationship to
capturing and seeing the world through the camera lens and her severance of that
relationship. In "(ilwst Narratives: a llaunting, .. /\ritha Van llcrk notes that when
Jimmie dies, "the ghost of his death hccomes the presence that r,Jilll docs not want to
record or recognize because once she Jocs she will have to efface herself in order never
to sec it" (69). Instead nl' em1cing herself. Jill destroys the photos.
Importantly, .Jill's story is framed as a series of recollections. her act of
destruction was six months after Jimmie's <.Ieath but prior to her pn;;:.cnt narration, and
as her story unfolds. Jill moves nostalgically further huck bcltwe she is able to move
narratively towards the present and future. Thus. after her initial recollection of ripping
up the photos. her story continues with when she and her sister. Lee, were little: "I was
the 'easy-going'one, she was 'high-strung' ... I'm supposed to pull through because I'm
placid. llexihle" ( 173). But Jill considers herself a drifter without any direction or
purpose in Jill:. She travelled in Europe after school. which initiated her hobby of
photography: "Pretty soon I was taking pictures whenever I had time. living in a dump
and spending everything I could on equipment and film" (174). She also looked at other
people's photogmphs. "Everything and anything. Steig) itz. 1\rbu::. Strand, Bourke- White.
I knew all the big names. but I loved people'!-: family snapshots, too, slides of my
uncle's umpteenth trip ln Key West" ( 174). Not only was Jill interested in showing her
\'icws

or the

world. she was also interested in how other photographers captured their

lJO

vtstons. The camera pro\'ided .I iII \\'ith the kns to order her \Wrld: the photugraph
proved its cxistcncc.
/\rtcr live ycar:-; ul'working as a hank tc.:lkr anl; taking pil:tun:s

;lll'\'l'l'~·

a\·ailahk

moment. Jill met Jimmie. A scuba diver \\'hcnevcr possihk. .Jimmie inlhK'IICl'd Jill
through his own example. f(lr in his scuba diving .Jill limls a llll'laplwr I'm hl·r ''"'''
ability to sec herself in new ways: '"You have to karn to usc ynur l'Yl'S all nwr again.'
he said. 'It's a whole new world. That's what I like about it'" ( 17)). .Jimmie's
relationship In the altcrnati vc world he sees undcrw:.tcr l'unct ions as IlK· inst igat ion li .!·
.I ill to sec hersd r. the world framed hy her camera lens ami 1he world shl·

photographically constructs more t:h.:arly. /\s wdl. .Jimmie's altcn:d. underwater vision
involves a uiiTcrcnt relationship to time und space--as docs photographic vision--hccause
gravity and mowmcnt decderatc while immersed. Time docs not stop when the
camcru'sshutter opens, hut is Sl'emingly fi·ozen: underwater the illusion ol'slow-motion
lets one actually take the time to sec what is going on .
.Jimmie's undersl<lnding or his presence in the world is direclly related to his
visual sense. I lis favourite published photograph, hy Jacqucs-llcnri l.artiguc. was taken
when the photographer was a young hoy. The photo is one "in which. in a hu!!c erowd

or people.

Lartigue has caught two men eyeing a beautiful woma11. . . . l.lilllmyl said

to gel a shot like that you would have to he able to look at the world lhc way a kid
do~.:s--us

if it were all just happening

l(lr

till! first time .. .. Jimmie w:Js always g11i111-'

on about how we learn to not look at things as we grow up'' ( 175 ). /\not her cxa111plc

ll I

of th~ immediacY and
ret~lling

or his

Ik

us~d

n·~akcd

\\lmd~r

l~mntrit~

moment

out on his

or his

s~o.·~o.·

pn:llTn:d to

th1.· \\orld is in .Jill's

mnot:-walk story:
th~

to say that

to get back into

.limmi~

"ith \\hich

only astronaut he

spac~

th~

h~cam~

walk uml

capsule. When

lit'e. /\s

l~\1'

r~sp~cted

h~

so

was hi

~uphoric

did gel had.

as Jimmie was

h~

concern~d.

\\'hit~o.·. th~o.·

!;!IIY who

about it that lw

rd 'us~o.·d

th~

sadlkst

said it \\as

\\'hitc was

th~..·

only otll..'

or them who rcct/~1' sa11· wh~r~ h~ was and what h~ was doing. Th~o.• oth~rs could
have been in a shopping mall.

h~

said. for all they let on. ( 17:\-17(1)

Again. Jimmk's relationship to space and time was most important
allowed him (or those he respecll:d) the

tirn~

:o sec

th~ir

wh~n

l:tck ol'[.!ra\'ily

SIIITIHIIH.Iinl!s. The photos.

images and stories thal echo his own c:-:pl!ricnce of the world--his tn\'n way ol' s~.·~.·ing-
show someone paying attention to their sutToundings and learning to sec with fresh
eyes. "Whenever I was with

Jitnmi~ ...

.Jill says. "I knew,

. . . Mostly I was just paying attention for the lirst

r~ally

tim~

knew. what I was doing .

in my till:" ( 17(1). Through

Jimmie's exnmplc. Jill is ahk to "slow down" and pay attention to hcrsdl'.
With more personal awareness . .lillcmharkcd upon a purposl!ful. artistic projl!cl :
"it was this--Jimmie's presence. I guess you'd call it--that I ch·idetl, yes dt:cided. that
I

wanted to photograph" ( 17()). IJnlikt: her t:arlicr work. which had littk din.:dion and

scetm:d almost accidental in \Vhat she managed to rl'vcal. Jill's photograph or .linuniL·
linally arose alter great deliberation. and surprisingly. "it didn't look lil;c him at air·
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( 17(,). In the photo that captured his "essence:· Jimmie looked shorter than he was and
was in proli le f"rom behind as he leaned ftlrward in a window to sec something outside:
There was a sti II ness to it all that was more Iike movement. i r you know what
I mean. I don't think he knew I was taking the pictun: at the time. but that

dm:sn't matter because whatever he was looking at was what mattered to him.

all that mattc: ... .J to him right then. and somehow I'd managed to get that in the
picture. ( 176- I 77)
What .I iII captured. and later tried to repeat in a series of photographs. was something
"essential"" about

th~.: sul~jcct.

As snmeone who respects the immediacy of visinnary

awareness. .Jill captured this quality in him. For Jill it is a question of recognition. and
the project

or capturing

the people she thought she knew well took her two years. The

purpnsd\tlness

nr her prnjcet was. h1m·cvcr. matched

or t\.:cognitiun:

"It was also a surprise. every time. what came up. And I began to sci.!

by the arbitrariness

or their points

that very ofkn people were most thcmsclvl.!s when they didn't look it. when they were
lllll'l'Wgnii'ahk in all the usual ways" (I 77). or partially hidden from view. as in
Jimmie's shado\\'~d profile. t\s a historian/photographer. .lilrsjob was to "narrate" her
pil:torial story into a cohcsi\'e series. and her gallery exhibit elicited embarrassment and
ang~r

t'mm

h~r t'ri~nds

l:!lllll'

too Hu· or something. exposed people. peoph: I loved to. to ... I didn't know

and liunily. "I began to think that maybe 1\lmadc a big mistake.

what:· .Jill slates. But .limmil.! thri\'cd on this sort of honest exposure:

··You·\'..: slwwn up all our

s~~.:rd

and dirtkult and

hard-\\1-~~1-ill

pht\:t.:s. :\nd

then:· he came tmvards me. talking. cxcill•llly. \\a\·ing his arms th..: \\ :ty he did.
until you thought tiK'Y might come hHISL'. ..and tlll·n--and this is thL' rL·ally
exciting part--you'n: put us all
is like that. As

diff~rcnt

lllg~th..:r

in oursclws as

so that \\e ha\'c to SL'L' that L·ad1 111' us
\\t.:

arc fmm L':tdl othL·r:· I k nodc.IL·d to

the walls again ...,\nd that's hard to take.'' { 17X-179)
Jill's power was that of the storytdkr/historian/photographcr. thL· po\\er to
capture. lix ami "tell" the story

or the

photographed subject. and .Jill hl'lic\'L'S in this

power when she bdie\'cs in her ability to capture

th~

l..'sscnce

or

IIL·r subjects'

personalities. Jill's power as a photographer is echoed hy photographer Diane /\rhus,
who states that "tiH.:re · s a kind of power ahoul the camera. I mi..'an everyone knows
ynu'\'e got some edge. You're carrying some slight magic which docs something to
them. It lixes them in a way" (I:;) . .I ill lixed the pcopk she caplmcd on lilm in ways
that were contrary to their usual scl\'t.:s: she not only fixed them, hut she altt.:n.:d <fixed)
any pcn:eptions they. or others, might have had of tlu.:m . By paying atll.:ntion to her lif'c
f()J'

the first time, Jill was not only ahle to alter her vision of herself and the world hut

also through photography to alter other pl!ople's visions

or themscln:s.

Jimmie, whose

presence seemed so stahl!.:. fm:ilitutcd .Jill's growing sense of' purpose and her scnsc ol'
identity: as a photographer. she was the "author" of others· identitiL·s on lilm.
But Jimmie's illness and subsequent <.Ieath lim:ed tht.:ir visions to takc dilh.:rent
turns: as he mo\'e<.l doser towards <.Ieath "it took every owH.:c of strength [ht.:l had to scc
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just cxat:tly \vhat it wa:;·· CI 9 I). The mortality

or photography--the

immediac~·

or the

llHlllll.:nt couph.:d \Vith ··time's n.:lentless mciC (Sontag 15)--\vas rctkctcd by Jimmie's
own mortality. of which the.: photographs of him would always remind Ji ll. I Jis ability
to capture and scc cach moment ckarly while moving closer and closer to death was
matched by Jill's mvn inability to keep up: she "wanted to get a grip on e\'erything:·
hut was unahk to ( I XI ).

/\s it turned out, things didn't go at all the way I thought they \\'ould.
/\nd yct it was all

f~uniliar.

somehow.

C\'Cil

at the time.

"It's what I' \'e nc\'er seen before that I recognit.e."' Diane A rhus says that.
Ill

tiJc prcfiiCC to one of her colh.:ctions.
/\nd Jimmie ' s dying. was just like that. (I R2)

Again. n.:cognition rcsitlcs in the most unlikely places. as Wallace cites /\rhus·
statement."
During Jimmie's illncss Jill l'cll displaced. describing her status with family
snapshot jargon. saying she ldt like "someone you don ' t care ahout. whethc.:r thc.:y"rc in
thL· frame or not" ( I HJ ). When viewing .limm ic within the context or all his
relationships with others. Jill sa\\' the larger picture of his life nnd her limited role in
il. She SIK'Ilt hours outside taking pictures or Jimmic's parents" garden. which they
assumcd hdpcd to take her mind oiT things. '"Actunlly. I was trying to get my mind on

''l'his stat~ment by Arbus also runctioncd as one or two epigraphs to Signs or the
FurmL·r T~·nant. as discuss~d in the previous clmptcr.

\))

things. on
l~tding

.limmi~.

I was trying to rol:us:· Jill explains. ··nut l'\'l:rything kl·pt shil'ting.

a\\'ay .. (I S5). :\ctually. Jinunic \\'as thl' unly 11111: rading a\\ay. and in trying to

t'ocus on something--on anything--Jill attcmph:d to capllii'L' the nlllllK'nt in thL' 1111ly way
she knc\\' how. photographically . The certainty or the photugraphk 11H111ll'lll.
is juxtaposed with the instability

llf'

Jimmie's health:

:IS

IH~'\\l'\'L'r.

.fillllilil''s l'Xll111pk or rul'USl'd.

attenti\'e energy deteriorates into his o\\'n ine\'itahk tkath . .lill's ahility tu pay aiiL'IIIiPn
is also greatly diminished. Within the photographs or .limmiL'. .Jill would ah\ii)'S
a l'l!lllillch:r or
description
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only .Jimmie's mortality. hut the 1110rtality or

tltL' lllOIIIL'Ill.

han~

.J i111111iL'.S

or dying. retold by Jill here. is similar to his lllltkrstanding or scuha di\'ing:
lie said that dying was a lot like being

undl.'n\·ah.~r--dril'ling.

\\<•telling

c\'crything drift. llc said it was like learning In hrealhe thl: lirst lilllL' ynu di\'cd.
how you had to trust the equipment. not hl.! an·aid or hcing lllllkrwatL'I". That
way you could fW.I' allelllimt to everything around you. he said. I h: said the
lloaty reeling was the same. too. he could li:cl parts or himself sort or going
away. feel himself letting go of them. lie said he had

tOJJt~\ ' ttfll'lllinll.

to say

goodbye to the use of his legs. his stomach. wholt: parts of his hrain. mcnJories.
lie kept listing stuff like that. trying to get me to understand . S1·e what it was
like. ( 186)
Jill wus unable to sec what it was likl:. und her only

recours~.:

was to photograph the

!lowers in the gmden or f(Jcus on small things lhal made the whirlwind of' the
experience tolerable.
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Whc;;n Jimmie;; died, he hc;;uved three;; sighs. "That was it."' Jill recalls. "I waited.

hoiJing my hn.:ath, but there wasn 't anymore ....

~verything

else started moving again.

Hxcept li>r Jimmie. And li1r me. I've been holding my breath, one way or another it
seems, fill· a long. long time'' (I ~7). Jill stops moving l(ll'\vmd. metaphorically ,:;peaking.
and remains trapped in the past. thereby exemplifying a particularly problematic form
of nostalgia. Prcscriptiw. caught and wislfully mclanchnlic. Jill loses her focus on the
world around her. llcr destruction of all photographic images and of all her camera
equipment poses a twoi(Jid problem: .fill destroys that which prompts painful memory.
hut

sh~:

also de:;troys that which allows her to sec clearly and control others· visions.

Th~

nu:dium upon which a substantial portion of .Jill's identity rests--photography--is

also

th~:

medium she utilizes to lix the identity of others. She is no longer willing to

participate in constructin!:!

llle

\'ision and Sl!eing

or things.

''After I ripped up the

photographs I thought it was going to he JifferenL Better. Clearer. maybe:· Jill admits
(I X9).

But this was not the case. and instead she reverts to her old. drifting lifestyle.

that prcdudes clarity.
"llntil today. that is." .Jill admits (190). 'Today'' is a few days after her birthday.
and in the mail she receives 'lirthday cards from Jimmie's son and parents, who send
her an old photograph

or Jimmie:

lie looks to

b~.:

about live here. It's his birthday party and he'sjust about

to blow out the candles. lcaning forward. his face partially hidden by the other
kids. partially blurred hy his own movement. intent on that.
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"It. s what

r \'\: ne\'Cr

secn bd'ore that I

n:cognil'~·:·

(191)

The similarity between this photograph and the one described l'arlier that Jill lll·rsdf
took is clear: both capturl.! Jimmie's prescnce and ccho his nw\·ement away from lill'
toward death: '"You wcrcn't paying allcntion. To us. Anymorl·:· understands Jill. linally.
··vou'd already moved on to chcck nut somdhing dsc. mTr thcrc. you wcrc alrcady
moving through it .. . .. ( 191 ). The photograph or Jimmie as a child. the only
photograph Jill has in the world now. is the only photograph she needs to start
"breathing.. again. Thus a photograph. an assurance or nostalgia. li.mcl ions as .li II' s
reminder to pay attention to her life and continue into the future. where change is
always possible. "And in the cnu:· states Van llerk. "thc dcstroycd photographs
(impossible to replicate in narrative) become the story's ghosts: ahscnl ami prescnt: both
extant and destroyed" (69)
Transcending her past. but ne\'er ltlrgctting it . .lilluscs nostalgia to cnad change.
and not to d ictalc her present or future actions. For

wh~..:n

Tina

l'ringl~: .

.I iII's nl!ighhour.

knocks on the door to sec if Jill wants to go out for a pizza. Jill hegins to scc clearly
again. as her description of' Tina signilics:
ltlhat crescent of freckles. those beautiful honcs. Right now, I can scc

th~..:m

perfectly. Maybe not from now on. hut right now. I can sec them. perfectly. It
hurls my eyes. Just as I know it will hurl my hand a little, the l'irst timc I touch
her. The first time I take that fi.1cc in my hands to tilt it, just so, into the light.
( 192)
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By telling her story about the past, Jill re-focuses on her present and makes provisions
for the futun:. It ll'ill hurt her hand when she makes that first tentative movement
toward physical and emotional contact and towards consciously. actively seeing and
capturing her visions again. It is unclear if Jill will tilt Tina's fltcc into the light in order
to photograph her, hut thl! possibility is implieu. Jill travels from nostalgic inertia into
a potl!ntial future that includes her awareness of anu participation in controlling what
she sees. I ler nostalgia f(lr the past. as represented through her photogmphy. finally
cnahh.:s Jill to maintain the immediacy of the moment without forgetting the events
which leu up to it. and to cnvision a future of possibility.

CHAPTER -'
Body Braille:
The Sc:tl' as Nostal~ic Site in People Yuu'd Trust \'nur· Life Tn

We remember the time around scars.
they freeze irrclc\·ant cmot ions
and divide us from present friends.
Michael Ondaatje. "The Time :\round Scars ... 'I'IH..·re's a
Irick With a Knit\! l'm !.earning to Do: Poems l9(l~197R. ( 19)

what good is it
to he the Iimc burner· s daughter
left with no trace
as if not spoken to in the act of love
as if wounded without the pleasure or a scar.
Michael Ondaatje. "The Cinnamon Peeler." Secular l.ove.
(89)

As discussed in the previous chapter. phot(lgraphie imagery is integral to "The
Scuba Diver in Repose:· Bronwen Wallace's linal story in Peoph.: You'd Trust Your
Li fc To ( 1990). However. throughout the body nf Peoph.: star imagery plays a more
prevalent role. Like a photograph. a scar activates memory. evoking

recollc~.:tions

about

the time of its creation. As with a ph<*>graph. a scar is a site upon which we impose
memory or importance, making it another example of what Picrn.: Nora wnsiders a liC'II
de memoire--a double-encoded symbol--relevant holh for what it reveals about the past

and for what it discloses about any present interpn.:tations we might have about that
history. Finally. the scar is similar to the photogruph in that it. too, changes ovcr li111e
and fades into the skin much like the photograph fi.1des into sepia. I lnlikl: the
photograph, however. the scar serves as the site of healing. Dcspite its integrution with
the skin surrounding it. scar tissue is stronger than thc skin it replm:cs. The pleasure of'
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till: wound. dcsc.:rihed hy C>ndaatje in the second epigraph ahovc. is the emblem left in

its wake. a

t\:mind~.:r

or a painful

lnlf surrirahle past. Flannery O'Connor's following

statement is the epigraph to Wallace. s li.lllrth volume of poetry. The Stubborn Particulars

or< iracc
scar,

(I <JX7 ): "i'ossihility and limitation mean about the same thing.. (np). In the

Wallae~..:

recognizes a symbol f(lr the c.:rossroads where the seemingly polarized

Ii111 itat ion and possi hi lity mc.:ct: stronger scar tissue is c.:ontradictory to the fi·ai I llesh it
rcplacc.:s. and the.: restriction of a painful past is matched hy the equally persistent
potential to surmount that past into a hope!"ul future. As a site invested with

thl~

pathos

of nostalgia. the scar in People You'd Trust Your Life To speaks persuasively to the
purpose

or Wallace's nostalgic

project. The scar provides Wallace with a powerful sign

liu· what Mary Jacobus considers feminist nostalgia. In ··Freud's Mnemonic: Women.
Sc.:reen Memories. and Feminist Nostalgia" Jacobus concludes that li:minist nostalgia
is the impdus ((lr change because it is mindful or the ever-shifting
A scar speaks of a damaged past. hut attests to survival: a scar
past that is worthy of regret and full
as a badge

or c.:ndurancc.:

In a I <JX<J

l~lC.:e

or desire ( 138).

symbolizc~s

or unmct desires, while simultaneously

u violent

functioning

into a potc.:ntial future of change.

intervi~w

with .Janice Williamson. Wallace describes her writing and

illustrates how the.: scar--an emblem

or change--is

relevant to her work:

I'm writing to the wounded part of each person. men as well us women. The
power of l~minism is the power of the victim who has recognized a way to tasc
hc.:r damage. There.:· sa gn:at line in an Adrienne Rich poem about knowing lhat

Ill I

her wound

~amc

from thl.' same pla<.:l.' as her pllWer.

\\'hL'tl

Yllll get in

llllldl

with

yom dmnugt:. n:cognize and care fnr it. you als11 dis<.:ll\'Cr the snun:e of ynm
pow~r. (~2)

\Valluce represents the wmmded partnf each

p~rsnn

\\ith the physically manili.·st S\.'ar.

;\sa mnemonic site. the scar pro\'es the body's limitatiun \\'hik conlirmill[!. the
these IiIll i tutions p: \'Oke. A scar is. literally. the tougher skin

\\'L'

lk\'L'Iop out

slrl'll!;!.lh
0

r past

frailty and injury. and embodies the possibility of deri,·ing strength at till' site ol'
damage. The scar is. thus. a potent corporeal sign

I(H·

l'lllotional rl'l'o\·ery.

If scar imagery is prevalent in Wallace's \'olume of short stmies. images ofsl·ars'
precursors--violence--become increasingly predominant throughout h•:r l.'arlier work.
In Signs of the Former Tenant (19X3) Wallace introduces image-; ol'child abuse and
doml!stic violence in "I snlated Incidcnt" ((15-Ml) and "Whl'l her you I·:xped i1 or Not"
(77-78). n:spectivcly. She continues to explore images

or domestic

viokm:c in thL·

longcr narrative poems ''Dreams ofRescuc·· (4g-54) and "Thinking with the I kart" () 1)62) lhml Common Magic (19H5). Finally. ul'tcr two yems or working in a shelter for
battered women. during which she was unuhlc to
Particulars

or Ciracc.

writ~.:.

sht..: prmhu:;.;d The Stuhhnrn

Wallace's last published volume bdtli'C her death has

illl

eulirc

section. "Bones," that is saturated with images ol' vioknce ami its aJ'tcrmath . 'I he tivl!purt poem. "lntcr\'als" (59-6H). chronicles Wallact..:'s
crisis

c~:ntre

for

hutter~:d

cxperien~:~:

at Interval I louse, ,,

women in Kingston. Ontario. Part one. " l·:ntry,"

poet's transition from com f(>rtahle innoccncc to

dt.:s~:rihcs

the
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... that night (e.xaetly like any other.
you think now. exm:tly) when a neighbour
knocked on your door. some ligure
from a ba<.:kyartl painting or blue arms.
white squares on a clothesline
suddenly there. a woman. coming to you
her race full of blood. the night
spilling out fi·mn her hair
to the street. the man. light glinting
off the metal !n his hand
as you pulled her inside. (60)
Wallace dedicates part two of the poem. "Free Speech." to Sylvia. Steven. Ruth and
Marilyn. \\·ho have survived the violent acts she describes. and who l(mnd shelter at
Interval !louse. In "ECl l : On the Job.'' Wallace details the difliculty of training hersel f
to deal "professionally" with bruises and blood on a daily basis. "Short Story," part four
of "Intervals" "isn't om.: to he told I in the third person." according to the poet. "though
we keep on trying to" (65). Wallace reflects on the social impact of domestic violence
and tells a story of its passing from generation to generation. Finally in "Departure:·
Wallace explains her own departure from Interval I louse. where "violence taken in I
lik~: oxyg~:n hecom~:s

the skin I we wear" (68). so that leaving is her only recourse. In

"Burn-out" (76-9). the poet/shelter-worker details her own ambivalence about her work,
where u twelve-hour shin at the house is olten more than she can handle: "all l know
I is that it'sjust my lm:k I to have to be here.'' listening to Linda, "as her mouth l(lrccs

the words I out from some hidden place." to describe her husband's cruelty, "into this
room.

wlu~re

they become I a job I'm not quite I up to. not tonight ... ·· (77).

llP
,\nd again. I wish I

~ould

tdl you

how I handled this in a
professional manner e:xl'cpt that
I. personally. dnn't think there
is one .... ( 7R)
To handle violcm:c .. in a prolcssionnl manner:· is tn wnsid..:r it normal:

i1l

cnnsidl'l' it

normal is to descnsitise oncsdf to brutality: lu dcscnsitise llllcsdf 111 brutality 1s
inhumane.
Relcrenccs to witnessing the al'termath of raw ,·ioh:m:c in hn poetry mah· way
r,,r reflections on scar imagery in Wallace's short stories. Similarly. the narrati\'e
lyricism of her early work--where telling the story is as important as the story's l'onknt-tnmslhrms into the prose of her short stories. This transitinn. ho\\'C\'l'r "natuml" it
might seem. was not one that Wallace herself \'icwed as a necessary progrl·ssion. In
"Why I Don't (Always) Write Short Stories" ( 11>92. 1(,9-79) Wallace points out that
just because I'm a narrative poet. people arc always asking me why I don't wrill:
short stories and how I thought narrative poetry (at least. the narrative pol!lry
that I was trying to write) was not (as some people seem to think) a li1ilcd short
story. a short story in disguise. an excuse for a short story or anything. real Iy.
like

ll

short story except in

th~.:

way that it

us~.:d stori~.:s

to tl!ll somcthi11g dse .

( 169-70)

Despite these assertions.

th~.:

sd f-dcserihcu poet lx:gan writing stories that drew from

her earlier work, much like the scar draws from previous injury. "I should have
h:arned."' Wallace

writ~.:s.

"that I

writ~.:

from what I am given. not rrPIII what I decide"
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( 170). In the case or her poetry. "the narrative dements of the poem. !he stories. 'what

happened.· arc part or an extended metaphor lilr !the journey of discovering the 'riddle
ol" ex istem:e 'I. But the poem as a whole is the voice. di sco\'ering.. ( 176-7). Wallace

echoes this sentiment in her interview with Janice Williamson. when she states that
"ltlhe poems aren't about \\hat happens but about what's discovered" (1991. 32). The
stories came to her as a "gift ... an alternate means or narrating a different type of
discon:ry:
I \\as standing in a line-up at S\\'iss Chalet and a woman started talking tn me
in my head. I \\rotc that story and once she told nH: her story then a number of
other

\\OIIICil

did and I became interested in expanding character. One

or the

things that makes my poetry strong is a very recognizable voice. In the stories
I try to expand that \'llice. (1991. 32) 7
llcr poL·try draws upon a community of' women. past and present. to influence the
diseo,·,:ring and immediate \'oicc. In her prose. Wallace

creat~:s

a community of women

\\llll pcoplc and narrate her interweaving stories.
Wallace asscrts that "the sense of immediate testimony. of prayer . . . is inherent
in poetry .... lhutllrlrose allows l()r something clsc .. :· (1992. 178). Prose. lor one
thing. allows !'or a wider audience and greater mass appeal than poetry docs. People
Y11u\l Trust Your Life To hccamc "A NATIONAL BEST-SELLER" according to its

"The "oman talking tn Wallace· s hcad at Swiss Chalet becomes Lydia. the primary
character or "Chickcn·n'Ribs:· discussed further in the chapt~:r.
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front

~:on:r. Unlik~: h~r

first

\'olum~

or pndr~· .

n:c~in:d: .lny~:l'

wus widely and positiwly

tt:slament to the writer's spirit. Ill her

\\'allac~·s

Wayne

courag~.

first C(llh.·ction ur shurt Shlries

lkscrih~s th~

cnlkctilln as ··a

depth. and n:markahk lik''

Christine Overall considers Wallace a ··brilliant spinner of the tales of \\'llllll'll ..
Janice Kulyk

Kccl~r conl~sses

(2(>).
(-1~·0.

her difficulty in rc\'icwing tiK· stories. "riting that

"lplcrhaps not all or the stories in People YPu\1 Trust Ynur

Lit~

To arl' as memorable

as Walluce's best poems. Knowing that these arc the only stories she has h:l't us. lllll'
feels compelled. however. to make the most of ca~:h one"

(40).

Bronm:n Wallacl··s ten

short stories may not represent her linest work. hut they do indicate her willingness to
experiment with ultcrnatives to podry. llcr introductory prose work also paves tl\l' way
for her later posthumous publications. Keep That Candk Burning Bright and <Hhcr
Poems ( 1991 ). a volume of' prose poems: Arguments With The World: l·:ssays hy
Bronwen Wallace (I 99:2); and

ll

short collection or letters between Wallace ami Frin

Moure. Two Women Talking: Correspondence I 9X5-X7 (I 1Nl ). l.ike a scar that om:
carries into the future as u mnemonic prompt fill· the past. People You'd Trust Your Lite
To marks Wallace's literary
and it is the first sign

lit~ :

it is a reminder of' the narrative lyricism in her poetry.

or her expanding

sense or narrutive.

Throughout the stories in People.: You'd Trust Your l.il'e To Wallace writes of'
women cherishing the strength they have derived f'rom the fragility ol' their past. and
often this is signalled by the

ohservanc~:

and

car~:

with which

th~:y

treat the scars that

serve as their mnemonic totems. For instance. In "I karl of' My I kart" (I -14 ), Katherine
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reealls that her childhood friend Linda returned uftcr many years of separation.
admitting to multiple suicide attempts and hrundishing wrists "covered with Band-Aids
that had been stuck on any old way. dirty and

puckl~red.

so that he neath them

I Katl11.:rinc I could sec the masses of crude. inciTectual cuts and scabs. Some of these
were red. crusted with yellow pus"

(9).

These fresh wounds. while not :-;cars at the time

of their meeting. were the impetus l<.u· the two women to change Linda's life. Katherine
was able to help her friend and wonders at her cflicicncy: "lalt the time. though. it
seemed pcrli.:ctly normal and I lcll in charge. I suppose that's how I got through it. as
I got through so much that happened then. All that stuff I rclcr tn when I say 'those
days arc on.:r." thinking I can mean by that that I'm linished with them" (II). Linda
docs not rid herself completely of her past psychoses--her girlhood obsession with Elvis
Presley. or her preoccupation with a married man prior to her suicide attempts--but
n.:dirccts them into more appropriate behaviour. In her latest Christmas card to
Katherine. years after her suicide attempts. Linda writes of her and her boyfriend's
decision to have a baby: "lilf we have a hoy ... I'll call him Elvis. of course" (12).
Presumably Linda still carries the scnrs on her wrists of her inciTectual suicide attempt.
as she similarly carries her past obsession with Elvis. "Those days" arc clearly not
finished. and Linda is just nne of Kuthcrinc's examples of this.
Katherine.: linds anothcr cxamplc when she rellecls upon her boyfriend Mike. and
upon hcr own pcrsonul progression (or lack thereof) since "those days'' that arc
supposedly n\'Cr:
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I lis hands

\\We th~

shape. thdr

lirst thing I noticed ahnul him.

mm·em~nl.

th~·ir lin~.:.

almnst-wumanly

I k has a thin scar nn his rig.ht middk linger "hen: his

sister dosed the car door on it when he \\'as l.'ight. I rL'Illl'l11hcr how I I ikcd him
at lirst because he was dark ami sort of skith:ry in all the \\'ays that Da\'id

lh~·r

ex-husband I was blond ami solid ami comrortahlc. I thought this llll.'Wlt I \\':ts
progressing somehow. getting over it. ll\'cr the
The skepticism with whil:h Katherine viewed thl'
understanding the limitations or hl.'r

di\'orc~·.

Sl~llkmcnt

0\\'11 progres~:ion .

( 13)

or Linda. s past parallels her

lnst::ad or assuming that

h~·r

shin

from the .. blonu and solid and comfortable" Dm·id to th.: ..dark and sort or skilll.'ry"'
Mike signals a signilicant linale to her past. Katherine adr11its that .. mayhl.' you ne\'L'I'
gl!l over anything. you just lind a \\'a)' of carrying it as gcntly as possible" ( 1.1 ).
Similarly caught between his history and his present. Mike has a painful past he hopes
docs not overwhelmingly control his present situation: he is a widower. whose will.·.
also named Katherine. was killed in a tar

a~.:cidcnt.

Mike's choices relate to his past. as

do Linda· s and Katherinl.! · s. whether exempt iticd through the pallcrns thl!y choose to
repeat or through those they choose to break. Mike admits that his initial attraction to
Katherine was because

or hl!r name. "J\nd it's sti II

there." he l:onccdes. "hut d i rtl:rcnt''

(4). Like u scar left over from a wound. Linda's. Kathcrinl!'s and Mikl!'s pasts arl! "still
there. but di f'fcrcnt. ,. The scar is a dominant emblem for Wallacl! 's continuing
..conversation,. with tile past. lu:rc. and throughout the body of People You'd Trust Your
Life To. The continual negotiation with the past in which she and her dwractcrs engage
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is olit:n signalkd by this flesh remimler. and the gentle strength derived in the wake of
even the most violent or painful history is olh:n represented by tenderly touching the
site

or healing.
In "Chieken'n'Rihs'' ( 15-33). a scar comes to sign if)' Lydia's own healing.

although the scar in question is not her own. While dining at the Swiss Chalet with her
three children. she.: considers her waitress· hands: "there's a hum blister on the back.
Iandi a red bracelet of smaller murks dotted around her wrist" (24-25). ller reaction to
these marks. howen:r.

surprises her. for "suddenly. without

warning:· she is

ovcrwhdmed by an unsuitable urge "to kiss those burn marks. slowly. one by one. She
wants to hold that hand bet ween her two and rub it as she used

to

rub the pain from her

children's lingers when they playcu outside too long in the snow. their hands numb
b~:ncath

woollen mittens.. (25). Throughout her dinner at Swiss Chalet Lyuia is haunted

by such urges. hut quells them with pragmatic cynicism: ".Jesus, l.ydia, get a grip. Who

tlte hell do yo11 think you are lii1J'II'CI)'. ,\Iotha 'l11eresa?" she asks herself (25). She

embarrasses her children. and internally reproaches herself with '"idiot." while her
daughter articulates her teenage horror with a loud "Mother!'' ( 16). Her internal
dialogue continues throughout the story: "Oh, sure. Lydia, that's real~v c:o11vincinl!,'' she
thinks after telling her children shc'senjoying herself (18). Surrounded by other diners.
she li:ds overwhelmed hy "a sudden gush

or love

lor the people around her." and

thinks. "fgfood gocl. Lydia, you coulcl \\'rite the .fi'igging C0/111/tercials. 71w .fhod is

1()1)

m·erpriced. ow!r.'1'ic:ecl. the ll'ctitresses arc m·enrorkcd. 'l11is is a .filsl-:/i>Od .fiwu:llisc
you're in here;

0111!

sl<.•p. hurcly.

llf'

ji·mn ,\ /c/)mwltl's . ./til' ('/trissakc" (llJ).

But if her exterior sd f is haunted by her interior dialoglll'. Lyd ia's I ill.· is

similarly haunted by the likewise italicized. hidden narrative of when hlT husband. Kl·n.

or mari.iuana.

left her with three small children and a lunch box full

m1c thousand

dollars. and the following note:
Dear Ucldie.

/.ook, I 'm.\·o/'1:\ ·. hut I c:an 'ttake tmymore r~/ 1/tix. I ·n •got Io gt't 0111 ll'hilc
I a.m . I !tope u ·lwt's inside will get you through the u·orst o(it. l'ou

kids wlwteJ•er rou ll'ant.

/ll'on'l

-

he hac.:k. /)ou't

11'1'

to find

1111'.

t'l/11

/('//the

J•ft·axe.

0

lm•e, /\en ( 2 1).
Since then. Lydia's life has been a blur ol'wnrk. school and children. She coulll not "tell
the kids whatever she \' ·:nted." What Lydia wanll:d to say

wh~:n

they qucstion~.:d Ken's

absence was thut he left them ''/ hfee a use he 's a 1111-goocl. clticken-shit, ass/mlc. 1hat's
ll'hy"' (23). but this. Ii kc her other interior com mcnts. remains unspoken . Now, sitting
111

tht! restaurant with her chi ldrcn fi rtecn years after Ken 's abandonment. "she wants

to stand up in front

or everyone.

tap her conce cup with her spoon, make an

announcement.'' and tell the unspoken story that haunts her (30}:
"I'm l.ydia Rohert.wm. 1'ltese are my two eldesl c:hilclren, Richard, who plans to
hec.:ome a mec.:Jwnical engineer; ami Karen, my only

clau~hler,

w ho will still~'

marine hioiOKY· Sal'e the whales, mayhe, or/he whole ocean I have raised thesl!

II 0
/tm, a/on~

ll'ith their younger hrother. Tony.

011

my mm .fin· the past .fifieen

years, while at the .mme time .fillishinJ!, my high school eclucution ami becoming
a nur.,·e. I tllllllow a supen•i.,·or

r~l nur.vin~

in the OB unital the (jenera/. /ll'ant

you to knmt• that 1/wt·e occ..·omplished a// this. alone. lt'ilh minimal he/p.fi·om my
jinni~l'

and ll'illww tillY assistance, other I han the oln ·ious ancl easi~v pel.'/iwmed

hiologh'a/ one. .fi·mn my lmshmul. A"e11, a no-good hastard u·lw. ll'ho . .. " (30:ll)
Lydia cannot finished her unspoken story . All that she articulates aloud is the thrice
repeated "Ken:· the only required inV<lcution for her ..automatic-pilot.·· internal reaction.
This om: word n:prcsentation of Lydia's hitlden narrative provokes her into
action. however. liu· allerward she enm:ts one of her urges: she goes into the smnll
flower shop tH:xt door and buys e\'ery single llowcr f'or the unusual wedding reception
hdngel hd at the next table in the Swiss Chalet. "As she steps inside, her arms
extended. lilled with irises. mauve freesia. daffodils. pink daisies. red tulips, blue
carnations and yellow roses. laughing and laughing as she enters the small pause where
everyone

s~ems

or lilling

it with the itulicizl!d. unsanctioncd inner Jialogue

h~rsdf th~:

to he waiting for her'' (33 ). Perhaps the pause is Lydia's own. Instead

or her

past she allows

strength to al:t--inappropriately or otherwise--and to animate her narrative

into possibilities li)r the future. The image of the waitress· scar is momentary, but
Lydia· s need to caress this totem of past weakness in someone else is paralic lied by her
n~cd

tn acknowledge the \'aluc of h~r own past strength in the face of adversity. In

Ill

"Ghost Narrati\'cs: a llmmting·· Aritha Van lh:rk

cnnsid~rs

l.ydia·s ··utH:untainahh.·

inappropriateness . . . the ghost of Lydia's story speaking for itsdr·

{(12).

I h..·r linal

a~:t

of joyous generosity .. is a ghost made tlesh: her own story come to life: L'Scaping the
plot she has always been limited by ami walking through an open door: into a story she
can trust her l i fc to.. ( 63 ). A scar provides Lydia with the lksh

rcmind~r

of her haunLL·d

past: a scar. too. is ..a ghost made llcsh ...
In ''People You'd Trust Your Life To" ( 149-1(;9). the \'olume's title story. the

ghost story recalled from a scar is that of the particular violcncc and pain inllicted upon
women when in abusive relationships. At their ''(iood ( iirls Ciobhle and< iossip <iroup"

Myrna. Gail. Selena and Nina discuss their lives--past and present--and rdkct upon the
importance or their lriemlship. These women would trust their lives to

OIIC

another. ami

arc connected by a history of intertwining relationships and unconditional suppmt that
has spanm:d almost twenty years. during which they have married. had children. taken
lovers and divorced. Myrna watche:-; Gail mixing the drinks at the hq.dnning ol'

th~.:

story--the beginning of tht! friends' monthly dinner together--and notices her friend's
hands:
llow small they arc. line-boned and cflicicnt. like every movement they 111ake,
so neal and prcdictahlc that Myrna almost hclicvcs she knows what they will do
next. Even the scar on the back of Gail ' s right hand is part of what she is to

Myrna now. an emblem ol' what has brought them together, a landmark in
liuniliar country. ( 150)
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We learn later ahout the importance of Gail's scar, and

or the

significance of her

bartending duties. We learn that the two women met when Gail moved into Myrna's
apartment bui Iding, and that Myrna babysat Gai I" s two young children so that the latter
could take a bartending course. We learn also that Myrna and Gail 's friendship was
initiated by the scar on Gail's hand. One night. fifteen years ago. Myrna inadvertently
discovered a "ring or small. round. white welts. like pockmarks on

IGail's child,

Stephen's! buttock'' ( 16X). the remnants of the cigarelle burns his father punished him
with li.1r urinating in his pants as an

inl~mt.

On that night Myrna also discovered what

she now considers "a landmark'' of the friendship she and Gail have built together. the
liuniliar territory demarcated on Gail's hnnd: "ftlhe miscd white scar ripped across it
from the hase

or her

thumb to the base of her ring finger:· and was. then, a freshl y

drawn n:mindcr of her hushand •s violence when he closed the door on her hand the first
time Gail tried to leave him ( 168). Now, the scar has faded over time. representing
lillccn

y~:urs

or Gail's fi·cedom from violence as much as her previous marriage to it.

The scars on Gail and
Myrna's friendship.

St~:phcn.

emblems of their frailty and defeat. kindled Gail and

li.1r on that night, Myrna gave Gail--barely more than an

acquaintance--a quick hug and sent her to her bartending course. "'That' s when you
sav~:d

my li 1\!.' Gail told her. years later" ( 168).

Th~:

people you trust your life to arc

constant. and this is aflirmcd now when "Gail suddenly leans forward, cradles her head
in her arms on the tabk and begins to sob.'' and her friends quickly, soundlessly

I 1.1

surround her in unquestioning support

(I M!-169).The

pcoph: you trust your lili: to

at'l'

the people you entrust with the damaged. scarred and healed person you arc.
In ''lleart of My I !cart." ··chil:ken'n'Ribs" and "Peopk YllU\1 Trust Your l.ili:
To.. Wallace li:aturcs scars that incite vmious memories and perpetuate different
(re)actions. Whether accidental or intended. recent m mellowed by time. thL· scars. like
the past they symbolize. cannot he completely erased but may. to echo Katlll'rinc in
"lleart.'' be carried "as gently as possible" into the future. Importantly. in these storiL·s.
all of the scars described lie upon the hands or wrists of those so blemished--all the
better to carry them gently with. In a leller to

l~rin

l'vlourc dated March 12. I 1>X(l,

Wallace writes that her work is a direct result of her Iiii: experience. "I write the way
I do .... because everything I have learned of value. I have learned from or through
women and because I believe that gentlctwss is in the lwnds. regardless

or gender" (Jll).

To repeat her sentiments in her I98') interview with .Janit.:c Williamson. Wallace's
characters "get in touch wiih their damage" when they acknowledge--and tout.:h--their
scarred hands. The characters in Wallace's story usc their damage when they use

th~.:

sites of their past weakness--the scars--to garner strength and provoke change. 11: as
Wallace considers. the power of li:minism is the power of tlu.: victim to usc damage as
a means toward a stronger future, the scarred hand as a potent sign of this power is
clear. Wallacl! invests the onct.: wounded hand with gentleness and strength, with
weakness and power, and thereby uses the scarred hand as a sign f(Jr "the power of
fi:minism."

I 14

As Van llcrk points out, scars in Walluce's writing represent ''their own shadow
stories: idiosyncratic ghost spirits of the past invading the dominant narrative.. (67). In
"llcart of' My I !cart," Linda's obsession with Flvis: in "Chicken'n' Ribs." Lydia's
abandonment: and in "People You ' d Trust Your Life To:· Gail's abusive marriage all
function as the hidden narratives to their sanctioned external lives. In all three short
stories, as well. scars serve as the reminder of the unspeakable (and unspoken) violence
and pain of the suppressed "shadow story:· Van I Jerk continues, the ''ghost story"
haunts the master narrative'stextuality while scars mar the skin's"texturality'' to "speak
their own

my~tcry

or what

has been done to the whole and perfect skin or narrative:

they speak interruption to the body's story. its capacity to accept inscribemenC (67).
Scars signal "perhaps stories that can only

bt~

read with braille." and not with the

lunguage of oral tradition (68). I r the people you'd trust your life to arc the "people
you'd trust your life (story) to," us Van !Jerk insinuates with her prose-poetic epigraph
( 6 I). then the all-important "ghost"' of the li fi.! story is entrusted to touch. ''The trust

required of touch becomes an emblem of narrative and memory: touch its own ghost
whispering past the guidelines

or expectation

lsicl" (68).

In "For Puzzled in Wisconsin" (75-87) Wallace uses scar imagery to a greater
extent. and the story n scar tells is one such inarticulate "ghost narrative." For Anna.
the narrator. her memories of' the past--and particularly her recollection of a scar--tell
more than one story. The new insights she brings to old memories prove the doubleencoded signilicance of a scar. a site lor memory und a sign of hidden "ghostly"
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narrative. Anna repeats an often-told story rmm hl.·r early ;u.lulthlHld about
she spent working as a waitress in Muskoka. and
learned to drink bourbon. Anna retells

h~r

th~

summer

or the night during that summer siK·

story in

respons~

to a letter she has read in

an advice column. "Dem Allie'': a woman asked Allie the best way ''' plan the
preservation of her husband's tattoo when he dies. Allie provides what Anna considers
an unthoughtful response. In unl(>lding the story

or her summer

in l'vluskuka. Anna

discovers what she considers an acceptable. although inarticulahle answer to Puzzkd
in Wisconsin's dilemma.
Anna tells ol' the summer she was eighte\!n and worked at the Bangor l.mlge in
Muskoka. There she met Owen. whose hoyl'ricnd. Chuck. lived in Toronto. as did
Anna's boyfriend . .letT. The girls' unlikely l'ricndship grew out of the double dales all
l(mr went on every week-end. after the two boys drove from the city in Chuck's hwkendown car. That summer Gwen got pregnant and decided to marry ('huck. Anna decided
against following .lefT to Queens in order to pursue her own acadc111ic intcrc.:sls. Anna
has not seen Jefl Gwen or Chuck since that summer. Now she is married to Peter. an
archivist. who. upon reading Puzzled in \Visconsin's question in "lkar Allie." cannot
imagine wanting to save any part of his wife's body. t\nna asked him once if lu.: ever
made up stories out of the archival material he works with, hut he insisted he would
never get any work done. "llis job is to organize the known world, :lficr all," Anna
admits. "It's up to someone else to explore the rest" (H3). Sitting on the porch, drinking
bourbon alter Peter has fallen asleep, Anna recalls tht.: particular night shl: first drank
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hourhon--llw night it rained so hard that she, Jeff, Gwen and Chuck drove to Chuck's
parents, Roy and Joan's hom«.!. In reml!mbering that night. and rl!-tclling its story, Anna
cxplorl!s "the rest" of the narrative which rests beneath and beyond the organized
"known world.''
On that night, Anna recalls that Roy surprised her by lif'ting up his shirt to
brandish the scar left from a wound he.! suffered as a prison guard, which she describes
in gory detail:
/\cross his middle. from his bdt line to just below his left nipple was a wide,
jagged, whit«.! scar. lie had a lot of hair. but it hadn't grown back over the scar,
which was thicker in some places than others. It glistened and bulged in the
ycllnw kitch«.!n light, stretched taut over his gut as i r the skin couldn •t take much
more. (85)
The story of Anna's summer in Muskoku, including the details or Roy's scar,
used to he about her lirst sip of bourbon. about staying up all night and working the
next day. ahout Owen and Chuck's foolishness and about Anna's transition from
childhood into adulthood. The story, up until now, was a sentimental. nostalgic one. that
ended with "Gwen and IAnna I working all day Sunday, no sleep. hung-over and never
giving it a thought. That's how the story ends when [shc'sltold it lately. How you can
do it when you'rcyoung'' (H6). But now. <-•S Anna drills ofT to sleep, she sees something
in the story--it's ghostly undercurrent--that explains for her Puzzled In Wisconsin's need
to preserve her hu:;hand's lnltoo:
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a close-up

or Joan·~

hand. n:aching

Olll

to Roy's ban.: gut. carcssmg it so

intimately I can't bdie\'e she's doing it in l'rnnt

or liS.

And then. with the tip

ur

her index finger. gently. \'ery gently. she traces the scar. every turn and bulgL'.

from Roy's nipple to his waist. as if to show us exactly what it's likc.
As if his bdly were a map. almost. and the scar was this road she was
pointing out. wanting us to sec where he\lhcen. And \\here shL•'d hcL'n too.

(X7)

Roy's scar is. like Gail's in "People." an emblem ol' the l(tmiliar territory .loan and Roy
have travelled together. Anna's story changes in accordance with her need l'or thc
narrative to mean something new. Roy's scar is no longer an anecdotal aside. slipped
into the greater talc. Only now docs Anna remember the tL·ndcrness with which .loan
touched her husband's scar~ and only now docs she comprehend it symbol izcd the route
their life took alter its inscription upon Roy's torso. 1\nna can only understand Puzzled
in Wisconsin's dilemma with this momentary vision li·mn IH.:r past. "But it's what I
would want to tell you. Puzzled in Wisconsin," 1\nna answers. "i r I ever had the
chance. or knew how'' (87).

CONCLUSION
(;host Story:
Hrunwcn Walhtcc's I hmntctl

Nostal~ia

In the tahs. being dead is th~.: same as being alive. only the other way
around. like a ncgutivc. wh~.:r~.: peopk's faces arc hard to make out. hut
haw this light around them. lik~: the faces of angels.
Bronw~.:n Wallace. "News of the Dead ... Keep Thnt Candle
Burning Briuht and Other Poems. (49)

The memory of' .loan lovingly touching Roy· s scar in "For Puzzled in Wisconsin"
(I 1) 110. 75-X7) haunts Anna many years later. and imposes an inartkulable. ghostly
answer to a question posed hy a woman she doesn't e\·en know. /\s if in a dream. Anna
limls this answer at the junction

bclw~:cn

sleep and consciousness. and constructs a

bond amongst the most unlikely people. Pun.led. Joan. Roy. Chuck. Ciwen and Anna
embody a community that t\nna can only comprehend through her mnemonic spacioh:mporal leaps. so that the most tenuous connections comprise the core of her answer.
At the same

tim~.:.

the answer lies close to home. in a place as familiar as her local

newspaper. a sw nmer spent in Muskoka when she was eighteen. or the bottle of
bourbon that prods her understanding or her memories to take new directions. The
n•ystery at the root of every story leads Wallace to the interweaving. tangled roots of
home and place. Bronwen Wallace· s nostalgia is. thus. both a painful return to the
1\ llllldat ion of home and an attempt to recover an identity out from under the rubble that
foundation has become.

I I9
Wallac~·s ~xpr~ssion

of nostalgia is a way li1r

h~:r

to

l~1hrkat~: m~aning

!'rom

th~:

scraps about h~:r femal~: anc~stors a\'ailabl~: to hl·r. l.ik~: Dnwthy:;. Wallar~ linds that
her

answ~:r originat~:s

out of h~:r sense of

hom~:.

only discL'I'IILihk· alh.·r a

dr~amy.

oth:n

unconscious trip ..down lltemory lane:· In Dorothy's cas~:. the trip hl Oz and dnwn the
yellow brick road. as portrayed in

th~: I'VIOM

classic from I 9)9. lc:td her to I'L'LIIize "that

if I ever go looking for my heart's dcsir~: again. I won't look any further than my own
hack yard. Because if it isn't tl11.:re. I

n~:ver

really lost it to IK·gin with ... In fact.

Dorothy's heart's desire and Wallace's answer to the

myst~:ry

of p~:rsonality both

li~:

in

the place/dream of O;.rlmcmory. Wallace's early allusion to Dorothy is. thereforl'. apt,
lilr when Dorothy maintains that "it wasn't a dream. it was a place.'' to when: the
twister carried her. home becomes the place of dreams, where even mundam:

r;ll'ltl

hands can be repossessed--remembered--as limtastical creatures \Vho satisfy her desires
when real people cannot. Dorothy's assertions that the litrm help were all in Oz wi I h her
arc followed by her self-doubting. "hut you couldn't have been. could you'!" People and
places can only he possessed as ghostly. dream-like memories of a magical. unsure I imc
and place. Similarly. Wallace's memory-laden writing is always suffused with the
question. "is that how it happened?" so that owning the past as a source of' identity
and/or :;trcngth becomes incrca:;ingly complex. Phantoms of tht: past haunt her
consciousness. as the tcchnicolour spectres of Dorothy· s journey haunl her black and

xwallace evokes Dorothy from The Wizard of Oz in "In My Mother's Favourite
Story" from Signs of the Former Tenant, us discussed in chapter 2.
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white, Kansas existence. For example. in Wallace· s tina! poem from her last published
volume of poetry. Keep That Candle Burning Bright '"Miracles'' (53-57). one such
ghost appears:
I still can't keep to myself
what happened to me once: on the anniversary.
to the day, or a friend's death. she appeared.
in the laundromat where l was folding underwear.
by the dryer. putting in a load of towels.
I didn't know what to do. I kept
staring and she kept hcing then:.
Until she turned, of course. and
turned into someone else ... (56)
Ghosts lhlln the pust return. like whispery memories. to insist their presence upon even
the most mundane events, and ensure that fixing the past will never be possible.
Any fear that Bronwen Wallace wrote merely "nice stories about her past'' ts
dispelled when examining the actual function of memory and nostalgia in her work. The
women whose life stories \'/allacc tells arc often survivors of n painful or violent past.
and, thcrel<.m:. wistful or regretful recollection would seem improbable. The
remembered past docs not harken back in exaltation to women's past subordination:
recollections do not articulate women's limite<;f traditional roles; nostalgia docs not
function as a saccharin-flavoured prescription for the present or future. Instead, Wallace
usc~

the

con~tantly

fluctuating remembered past to dis/re-cover an historical home and

(re)construet an identity. Repossessing the past, for Wallace. entails a reconstruction
hui It from the tenuous threads memory provides.
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In her lirst publication. Marrving Into The Familv (1980). Wallace's nostalgic
journey leads to a female-centred historical context. Nostalgia is reprl'Sl'nted by
Wallace's literal "painful return home·· (painful because it is hampen:d by thl' master
narrative of a male-defined history). ller search for valid female forebears is aided hy
the detritus they left behind. hut also remains incomplete because theSl' objects fail to
disclose the necessary narrative for the poet's historic<tl return home. Perhaps the
greatest discovery Wallace makes is that the fragmented historical narrative she
constructs provides for future development. The

pa~t

is never fully realized as a

complete (and completed) story, therefore. its narrative can never become prcst.:riptivc
dogma.
T'1e fragmented female anct:stry Bronwen Wallm:c discovt:rs in her earlier work
.t~r..:.- .:s

way for a fragmented sense of identity in her later work. where the poet's

(lictional) personal memories play a larger role. In Signs of the Former Tenant ( l9HJ).
Wallace's insights into her past, and subscqut:ntly into her present self, arc hindered by
the language she must usc to describe it. Remembrances arc likened to dreams which
"speak" to the unconscious in an indecipherable language of signs and physical
sensations. Regret for the past is revealed as the alienated desire Wallace experiences
when denied the appropriate language with which to express her past {and present)
experience. Wallace's nostalgia--the nostalgia of li:minism--is suffused with the intrinsic
regret enjoined upon women who usc their unspoken and unmct desires as the impetus
for change.
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One ol' Wallac~.: 's most

pr~.:valent

and potent signs !'or nostalgia is the photograph.

which she uses in Marrying Into The Family to

l~lcilitat~.:

her nostalgic return home.

Photographs promote nostalgia hy capturing certuin. vulued moments that fit into the
mash:r narrative

th~.:y

dl!lermine to authenticate. They represent a lost world--the past--

that can ollly be possessed as llashcs of illuminated moments. Photographs also ensure
regret.

I(H·

the lost world they represent was. more olkn than not. created for the sole

purpose of photography. Photographs. there!(m:. evoke feelings of regret for a time and
place which never really

~:xisted.

except during the second the shutter opened and

closed. When semching for her female ancestors. Wallace sifts through the family
photographs f{lr clues to something shl! is meant to recognize about her loremothers that
is absent from traditional

l~unily

history. The paradox: what she needs to lind for her

nostalgic project is most li kdy that which is absent from the

l~uni ly

photography

available to her. Thus. Walbce recognizes her personally valid female ancestors only
in the shadows of' the photos. or in her examination l)f' the photographic negatives.
Photographic imagery provides Wallace with a powerful sign lor her nostalgic return
to her f{m.:nwthers. for the photograph at once proves her family history and denies her
access to little

h~.:yoml

the accepted past they represent.

Photography abo provides Wallace the imagery with which to represent a
powerful system that seemingly fixes subjectivity. In ..The Scuba Diver in Repose·'
( 1990. 171-191). Jill has a great tical invested in her ability to ''capture" the
personalities of' others on lilm. and thereby define them for herself and her audience.

I

Jilrs own identity is. then:fore. dclined by the

cam~ra

.,__..,,

ami the J1t'\\LT she hdiL·ws she

can wield. hom:ver unstable th.tt pom.:r is. mw others. lilt i matdy. tht: rt:cognit ions .li II
disco\·crs through her photography arc based on the samt: 1;ullty struclllrl'S that ddint:
the subject.
Nonetheless. Jitrs own nostalcic
int:rtia hecins
when shl· destro\·s
.
...
....
. till'
photographs that pnm: her understanding of and ahi Iity to ( falsdy) capture

sul~jl·cti \'i ty .

Jill can participate in delining herself and the world around ht:r only alkr rt:-cngaging
herself with the vision of things at the story's conclusion.
If the photograph provides Wallace with an cntranct: into her

l~unily 's

accepted

past. the raised inscription of a scar leads her to a more secn:tive. untold narratiw--that
of physical violence. In People You'd Trust Your Life To. Wallace uses scar imagery
in many stories to signal the untold stories "written'" upon tlw body: the stmks of
li·aihy and weakness that one might want to l(u·get. In Wallac;c · s short stories. women
arc particularly prone to such inscription. and yet.

th~:y

manage to garner strL·ngth from

these totems of survival and healing. Wallace has said that to "discover the source of
your power:· you must "get in touch with your damage·· CUrren l.ct ter Interview. 12 ).
The scar is such a site of damage and power. and speaks particularly to the regrets
women might have. to the injuries they have survived. and to the power thcy rcalizc in
transcending their damage. Scars act as wnstant yet

changing--l~1ding

hut m;vcr

disappearing--reminders or a haunting and haunted past.
Memories

or the

past constantly haunt Wallace's writing, and her nostalgic

cxpress1on is ever-watchful for hopes and possibilities

or the

future . Knowk:dgc of
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Wallace's lilc (ami death) haunts any reading of her work: During the ten years prior
to her death at the age of forty-four, Wallace taught creative writing in workshops and
at post-secondary level. She produced two short documentary films with her partner.
( 'hris \Vhynot: gave numerous public addresses: worked in a shelter for haltered women
and children: and raised a son. She was politically active within Marxist, anti-war and
feminist groups as a young adult. Bronwen Wallaced died of mouth cancer. Clearly
Wallace's writing is suffused with her life LXperience. and. linally. the ordeal of her
illness and impending death pcnneate her final creative works. Aritha Van Herk
conh.:nds that mortality haunts ..The Scuba Di\·cr in Repose.·· li.1r cxumple. and provides
a subversive "ghost narrative .. to Wallace's story. She continues that
cvcn morc complex and moving. the death of Wallace (extra-narratively) herself
jsicj. It is as if she is writing from beyond the margin of death: ns if her own
dying haunts the presence.: of ahscnce in these stories she wrote just before she
died ... . Truly the reader I witness is haunted here by haunted story. (69)
Evcry reading
knowlcdgc

nr \Vallace·s

or her death.

work--particularly her later work--is inlluenccd by the

so that her memory--her own ghostly imprint--marks every

page and haunts every allusion to the remembered past.
In Kecp That Candle Burning Bright ( 1992), her last collection of poems,
Wallace· s death "glints out . . . with an ambush and poignancy that go right through
you:· according to Dennis Lee on the volume's back cover. In one poem. "News of the
Dead" (49-52). Wallace points out that in Utbloid magazines the dead receive as much

I~S

attention as the living: they continue tn he

&llld

c/o. In the tabloids. Wallacl· writes. the

dead still ha\'c the power to inllw.:ncl'. whereas in the daily papers tlli.'Y warrant little
beyond an obituary notice:
l'vlcanwhile the tabs will continue pro\'iding the only signilieanl news of the
dead and I will continue reading it. The dead themscl\'es will continue grantinp.
interviews and giving advice. They will show up in the oddest places. The
residue from their bodies will continue shining from our windnws at night and
firing the rockets that send us niT into outer space. (I t)lJ2. 51)
Bromvcn Wallace is now among them. "granting interviews and gi\·ing :tdvil'e"' through
her considerable body

or work.
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